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Details of amendments made by the ERG to the manufacturer's decision model 


resubmitted to the NICE Single Technology Appraisal of Pemetrexed as 


maintenance therapy for NSCLC in April 2013 /updated August 2013 


 


Amendments reported in Table 1 of ERG Addendum 


1)  Recalculation of mean pemetrexed acquisition cost per cycle 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_1) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N47' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_1=0,SUM(N45:N46),1481.37) 


The mean cost per dose was obtained as follows: 


For Males create a table of 100mg dose units equivalent to steps of 0.2m2 BSA.  Use a 


cumulative normal distribution function to calculate the proportion of patients who can be 


treated up to the maximum dose available in that step.  Determine the number of 100mg and 


500mg vials required to deliver the dose for that step.  Use a SUMPRODUCT function to 


calculate the mean number of 100mg and 500mg vials required by Males, and multiple these 


by the vial unit costs to obtain the overall mean cost for Males.  Note that a dose cap of 


1000mg is applied on clinical advice.  The same procedure is used for Females and then a 


weighted average cost for all patients is calculated using the balance between Males and 


Females in the population. 


The BSA distribution parameters are derived from the Sacco survey data excluding adjuvant 


and neoadjuvant patients, as follows: 


 Males -  mean 1.88568, standard deviation 0.17933 


 Females - mean 1.65503, standard deviation 0.17249 


 Males: Females ratio based on PARAMOUNT trial  (313:226) 


 


2)  Removal of inappropriate continuity correction applied to pemetrexed acquisition costs 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_2) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Pem!DM11' with the following: 


=IF(Mod_2=0,AVERAGE(CW10,CW11),$D$4*BH10*PemCost 


+$D$4*AVERAGE(BH10,BH11)*(propCTscans*pCTscans*cCTscan 


+propconsults*pConsults*cConsult)) 


+IF(JMENcosts=1,AVERAGE(CX11,CX10)+AVERAGE(DD10,DD11)) 


Copy this formula into cells 'Pem!DM12:DM366' 







 


3)  Removal of differential use of second-line systemic therapies following disease 


progression 


The amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_3) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N305' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,IF(PSA=1,M305,F305),pBSCSyst) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N306' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,IF(PSA=1,M306,F306),pBSCSyst) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!F307' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,F305/F304,1) 


 


4)  Recalculation of mean docetaxel acquisition cost per cycle 


This amendment is activated by a 3-way switch variable (Mod_6) taking value 0 to use the 


original model logic, value 1 to apply the amendment using BNF prices and value 2 using 


eMIT prices. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!M376' with the following: 


 =CHOOSE(Mod_6+1,SUM(M373:M375),M375+800.06,M375+87.39) 


The method of calculation is similar to that used for pemetrexed (see (1) above), with the 


following alterations: 


- dosing steps are at 20mg intervals 


- three vial sizes are used - 20mg, 80mg and 140mg 


- the lowest generic BNF list prices are used (£154.61, £508.01 and £720.10 respectively) 


- the best eMIT average contract prices are used (£11.13, £47.24 and £86.10 respectively) 


 


5)  Re-estimation of monitoring costs 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_11) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Parameters!E163 with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_11=0,3%,100%) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!C163 with the following: 







=IF(Mod_11=0, IF(CTscanNumber=1,1, IF(CTscanNumber=2,0.5, 


IF(CTscanNumber=3,0.25, IF(CTscanNumber=4,0.125, 


IF(CTscanNumber=5,0))))),0.25) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!C164 with the following: 


=IF(Mod_11=0, IF(ConsVisitNumber=1,1, IF(ConsVisitNumber=2,0.5, 


IF(ConsVisitNumber=3,0.25, IF(ConsVisitNumber=4,0.125, 


IF(ConsVisitNumber=5,0))))),0.25) 


 


6)  Re-estimation of terminal care costs 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_12) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'JMEN_Resource!H45 with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_12=0,(E45/UKCPI_08)*UKCPI_11,3906.31) 


This estimate is taken directly from an HTA report recently completed by the ERG for first-


line chemotherapy for NSCLC, and encompasses costs of care for patients dying in hospital, 


in a hospice and at home, with all supportive community and voluntary services. 


 


7)  Include cost of blood products 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_4) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!F293 with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_4=0,58,58+125) 


NB -  this modification only alters the ICER if PARAMOUNT resource use is employed (see 


amendment 9 below) 


 


 


Amendments reported in Table 2 of ERG Addendum 


 


8)  Use of the Nafees EQ-5D model to determine utility values 


This amendment is applied by setting range 'QoLdata' to value 4 on worksheet ‘Parameters’. 


 


 







9)  PARAMOUNT resource use 


To change from JMEN to PARAMOUNT resource use enter “1” in Cell ‘Parameters!E100’.  


To revert to JMEN resource use enter “2”. 


 


10)  Substitution of ERG long-term model OS projections 


This amendment is activated by a switch variable (Mod_13) with value 0 to use the original 


model logic, value 1 to apply the ERG original amendment and value 2 to apply the ERG 


revised amendment using a common survival proportion for starting projection in both model 


arms. 


The modification to the BSC worksheet requires the following changes: 


- Set Cell AZ7 to " =0.00176541033416705 * 21    (This is the exponential risk parameter for 


        a 21-day cycle) 


- Set Cell AZ10 to "= AN10", then copy this formula to the range AZ11:AZ27 


- Set Cell AZ28 to “= CHOOSE(Mod_13+1, AN28, 0.442052576677688, AN28)” 


- Set Cell AZ29 to " =IF(Mod_13=1,AZ28*EXP(-$AZ$7),AN29)" and copy this formula to 


range AZ30:AZ32 


- Set Cell AZ33 to “=AZ32*EXP(-$AZ$7)” and copy this formula to range AZ34:AZ366 


Replace the formula in cell AW11 as follows: 


=IF(Mod_13=0, IF(Cycles<=IF($D$4=0,KMstopOSBSC,KMstopOSPem), 1-AN11/AN10, 


IF(OSModel=1, AQ11, IF(OSModel=2,AR11 ,IF(OSModel=3,AS11 ,IF(OSModel=4,AT11, 


IF(OSModel=5,AU11,AV11)))))), 1-AX11/AX10) 


Replace the formula in cell AX11 as follows: 


 =IF(Mod_13=0,(1-AW11)*AX10,AZ11) 


Copy the range AW11:AX11, and paste the formulae to the range AW12:AX366 


 


The modification to the Pem worksheet requires similar changes: 


- Set Cell AY7 to value 8  (time when original projection begins) 


- Set Cell AZ7 to  "=0.00170103676595399 * 21 


- Set Cell AZ10 to "= AN10", then copy this formula to the range AZ11:AZ16 


- Set Cell AZ17 to “=CHOOSE(Mod_13+1,AN17,0.8453,AN17)” 


- Set Cell AZ18 to " =IF(Mod_13<2,IF(F18<$AY$7,AN18,AZ17*EXP(-$AZ$7)),AN18)" and 


copy this formula to range AZ19:AZ39 


- Set Cell AZ40 to “=IF(F40<$AY$7,AN40,AZ39*EXP(-$AZ$7))” and copy this formula to 


range AZ41:AZ366 







Replace the formula in cell AW11 as follows: 


=IF(Mod_13=0, IF(Cycles<=IF($D$4=0,KMstopOSBSC,KMstopOSPem), 1-


AN11/AN10, IF(OSModel=1, AQ11, IF(OSModel=2,AR11, IF(OSModel=3,AS11, 


IF(OSModel=4,AT11, IF(OSModel=5,AU11,AV11)))))), 1-AZ11/AZ10) 


Replace the formula in cell AX11 as follows: 


 =IF(Mod_13=0,(1-AW11)*AX10,AZ11) 


Copy the range AW11:AX11, and paste the formulae to the range AW12:AX366 
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The following documents are made available to the consultees and commentators: 
 
1. Response to consultee, commentator and public comments on the 


Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD) 
 


2. Consultee and commentator comments on the Appraisal Consultation 
Document from: 
 


 Lilly UK (including new evidence on the size of the eligible patient population 
and the cost effectiveness of pemetrexed for maintenance treatment following 
induction therapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin for non-squamous non-small-
cell lung cancer)  
o Appendix 1: Application of the supplementary advice on ‘End of life’ in the 


context of the size of the cumulative patient population eligible for 
pemetrexed 


o Appendix 2: Detailed cost-effectiveness response  
o Eligible patient numbers diagram  
o Factual inaccuracies in the Appraisal Consultation Document 


 
 A ‘no comments’ response was received from the Royal College of Nursing, the 
Royal College of Pathologists and the Department of Health. 
 


3. Comments on the Appraisal Consultation Document from experts: 
 


 Dr Riyaz Shah, clinical expert nominated by Lilly UK  


 Dr Yvonne Summers, clinical expert nominated by the Royal College of 
Physicians ( comments endorsed by the Royal college of Physicians) 
 


4. Comments on the Appraisal Consultation Document received through 
the NICE website 


 
5.  Additional evidence 


 Review of additional evidence submitted by Liverpool Reviews and 
Implementation Group 


 Details of amendments made to the manufacturers model by Liverpool Reviews 
and Implementation Group  to the manufacturer’s model 


 Revised Details of Amendments made to the manufacturer’s model by 
Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group  
 


Any information supplied to NICE which has been marked as confidential has been 
redacted. All personal information has also been redacted. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE EXCELLENCE 


Health Technology Appraisal 


Pemetrexed maintenance treatment following induction therapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin for non-squamous non-small-cell lung cancer 


Response to consultee, commentator and public comments on the Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD) 


 


Definitions: 


Consultees – Organisations that accept an invitation to participate in the appraisal including the manufacturer or sponsor of the 
technology, national professional organisations, national patient organisations, the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government and relevant NHS organisations in England. Consultee organisations are invited to submit evidence and/or statements 
and respond to consultations. They are also have right to appeal against the Final Appraisal Determination (FAD). Consultee 
organisations representing patients/carers and professionals can nominate clinical specialists and patient experts to present their 
personal views to the Appraisal Committee.  


Clinical specialists and patient experts – Nominated specialists/experts have the opportunity to make comments on the ACD 
separately from the organisations that nominated them. They do not have the right of appeal against the FAD other than through 
the nominating organisation. 


Commentators – Organisations that engage in the appraisal process but that are not asked to prepare an evidence submission or 
statement. They are invited to respond to consultations but, unlike consultees, they do not have the right of appeal against the 
FAD. These organisations include manufacturers of comparator technologies, NHS Quality Improvement Scotland, the relevant 
National Collaborating Centre (a group commissioned by the Institute to develop clinical guidelines), other related research groups 
where appropriate (for example, the Medical Research Council and National Cancer Research Institute); other groups (for example, 
the NHS Confederation, NHS Information Authority and NHS Purchasing and Supplies Agency, and the British National Formulary).  


Public – Members of the public have the opportunity to comment on the ACD when it is posted on the Institute’s web site 5 days 
after it is sent to consultees and commentators. These comments are usually presented to the appraisal committee in full, but may 
be summarised by the Institute secretariat – for example when many letters, emails and web site comments are received and 
recurring themes can be identified.  
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Comments received from consultees 


Consultee Comment Response 


Department 
of Health 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the appraisal consultation document 
and evaluation report for the above single technology appraisal. 
 
I wish to confirm that the Department of Health has no substantive comments to 
make, regarding this consultation 


 Comment noted 


Royal 
College of 
Nursing 


Nurses working in this area of health have reviewed the Appraisal Consultation 
Document of the technology appraisal of Pemetrexed for maintenance treatment 
following induction therapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin for non-squamous non-
small-cell lung cancer [ID489]. 
 
Feedback from them suggests that there are no comments to submit at this stage 
on behalf of the Royal College of Nursing. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review the document and we look forward to 
participating in the next stage of the appraisal. 


Comment noted 


Royal 
College of 
Physicians 


Please take this email as confirmation that the NCRI, RCP, RCR, ACP, JCCO 
have had sight of the response to the ACD submitted by the clinical expert Dr 
Yvonne Summers.  


 


The organisations wish to fully support the comments made. 


Comment noted 


Royal 
College of 
Pathologists 


Please note that the Royal College of Pathologists has no comments to make at 
this stage. 


Comment noted 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Appraisal Consultation Document 
(ACD) on pemetrexed for the continuation maintenance treatment of non-
squamous NSCLC. 


Lilly are pleased that the Appraisal Committee have recognised the clinical benefit 
that pemetrexed continuation maintenance offers to patients. However, Lilly are 
disappointed that the Committee did not provisionally recommend pemetrexed for 
non squamous non-small cell lung cancer in the continuous maintenance setting 
after recommendations supporting 1st line and switch maintenance use (TA181 
and TA190).   
 
A negative recommendation for continuation maintenance could lead to variation 
or inequity in the treatment of essentially the same group of patients, differing only 
in terms of their first-line regimen (pemetrexed or non-pemetrexed in combination 
with platinum). This decision relates to a small number of eligible patients (n=588) 
but has the potential to create confusion in oncology centres that are already 
providing pemetrexed for patients with non-squamous NSCLC. 
 
Pemetrexed continuation maintenance enables patients to maintain the benefit of 
best-practice first-line treatment and further extend survival in patients with non-
squamous NSCLC.  The combined impact of first-line and maintenance therapy 
has extended the life of patients in a disease where, prior to the introduction of 
pemetrexed, patients survived on average less than 12 months from diagnosis.  
Pemetrexed continuation maintenance is an effective treatment which improves 
one year lung cancer survival and could improve five year survival, key priorities 
for the Government (NHS Outcomes Framework 2012/2013). 


Comment noted 


 


 


Comments noted 


 


 


 


 


 


The Committee considered issues related to 
the equality legislation and the requirement 
for fairness, See section 4.28 of the FAD.  


 


 


 


The Committee considered the clinical 
effectiveness and concluded that pemetrexed 
monotherapy for the maintenance treatment 
of locally advanced or metastatic non-
squamous NSCLC in patients whose disease 
has not progressed immediately following 
induction therapy with pemetrexed and 
cisplatin (and with a performance status of 0–
1) provides a statistically significant gain in 
progression-free survival and overall survival 
compared with placebo. 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly Implementation considerations 
 


The Committee’s preliminary recommendations on pemetrexed continuation 
maintenance would have the unacceptable consequence of requiring that 
pemetrexed treatment be withdrawn from patients who are deriving an important 
benefit from pemetrexed/cisplatin first-line therapy and for whom continued 
pemetrexed treatment to maintain that benefit is a logical treatment strategy.  
 
When negative NICE guidance is issued, NICE seeks to avoid the withdrawal of 
treatment from patients currently benefitting from such therapy, by including a 
standard statement to that effect in all its guidance. The Committee’s 
recommendation for pemetrexed, currently under consultation is inconsistent with 
that approach and raises the same ethical issues that NICE is generally 
concerned to avoid through its standard statement.  We believe that this is an 
important matter that should be taken into account by the Committee before 
guidance is finalised.  
 


The recommendations in this appraisal relate 
to pemetrexed as a maintenance treatment 
following induction therapy with pemetrexed 
and cisplatin and not pemetrexed as a first 
line therapy. NICE has previously issued a 
positive recommendation for pemetrexed as a 
first line therapy in TA181 ‘Pemetrexed for the 
first-line treatment of non-small-cell lung 
cancer’ 


 


Comments noted. The text has been 
amended within the FAD to include the word 
‘maintenance’. See section 1.2 of the FAD. 


 


Lilly Application of the supplementary advice on ‘End of life’ in the context of the 
size of the cumulative patient population eligible for pemetrexed  
 


We do not believe the approach followed by the Committee when determining the 
population size is fair or reflects the proposed use of pemetrexed. While we 
accept the Committee’s estimates of eligible population size for first-line non-
squamous NSCLC (n=4555, ACD paragraph 4.22) and for mesothelioma 
(n=1606, ACD paragraph 4.25), we believe that the Committee’s estimate for 
Performance Status (PS) 2 patients at first-line who are then only eligible for 
pemetrexed at second-line is excessively high (n=1500, ACD paragraph 4.24) due 
to misinterpretation of the clinical specialists’ comments during the Committee 
meeting. In addition, we do not agree with the inclusion of patients in the switch 
maintenance setting who have not been exposed to pemetrexed in the first-line 
setting (n= 565 calculated from ACD paragraph 4.23). 
 


 


 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly By double-counting patients receiving maintenance, as documented in 
paragraphs 4.23 and 4.24, the Committee has applied the ‘End of life’ advice in a 
way that is inconsistent with the way that it has been applied in other appraisals. 
The Committee included patients eligible for switch maintenance, which is 
inappropriate as these patients by the nature of the authorised indication must 
have not received pemetrexed first-line to be eligible for maintenance. In addition, 
we do not believe continuation maintenance, should be included as it is 
essentially an extension of first-line treatment to disease progression in the same 
patient. 
 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


Lilly Pemetrexed should qualify for ‘End of Life’ consideration in terms of the small 
population criterion.  According to our calculations (see Appendix 1), the total 
eligible population that the Committee should consider is n=6184, which includes 
n=1606 for mesothelioma, n= 4555 for PS 0-1 first-line NSCLC and n=23 for PS 2 
second-line NSCLC. Even working with the intent of the End of Life criteria by 
including the continuation maintenance population of n=588, the total eligible 
population would be n=6772, which falls beneath the 7000 threshold. The 
Committee may wish to note that the population of first-line patients, if estimated 
in accordance with the licensed indication, would in fact exclude EGFR mutation 
positive patients (~15%) who would not receive platinum-based chemotherapy, 
thus resulting in an even lower number of eligible patients. 


 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


Lilly For the benefit of the Appraisal Committee, we have depicted our calculations in 
Figure 1 below.  Since the population size is a crucial criterion for consideration 
under the EOL supplementary advice, we would like to request that Figure 1 be 
projected on screen for Committee members at the second Appraisal Committee 
meeting to facilitate understanding and inform the Committee’s discussions 
around these numbers (a powerpoint presentation with the figure is also 
enclosed). 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


 


As requested figure 1 was presented to the 
Committee 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly Economic considerations 


 


The committee considered that pemetrexed was not cost-effective as continuation 
maintenance therapy when compared to Best Supportive Care. The cost-
effectiveness of pemetrexed in the continuation maintenance setting was 
estimated in the Manufacturer’s submission to be £47,576 whilst the estimate in 
the ACD was given as £76,300, dependent upon various changes to underlying 
methodology and assumptions suggested by the Evidence Review Group (ERG).  
 


We believe that both the methodological approach utilised within the model 
structure, and the basecase assumptions were appropriate and accurate and 
have led to a plausible, realistic ICER within our submission.  We believe the 
modelling approach merits further elaboration, in order to reassure the Committee 
that the most probable estimate of incremental cost effectiveness falls within the 
range of £47K - £59K. 
 


The main concerns relating to the economic model, as documented in the ACD, 
relate to the following, which we will explore in turn: a) the approach to modelling 
of progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) and extrapolation 
beyond the time period of the clinical trial and b) the plausibility of some of the 
assumptions and inputs in the economic model. 
 


 


 


Comments noted 


 


 


 


 


Comments noted 


 


 


 


 


 


Comments noted 


 


 


Lilly Modelling of overall and progression free survival 
 


In terms of impact upon the final incremental cost per QALY, the methods used to 
estimate survival have the greatest single effect upon cost-effectiveness ratios.  
The ERG suggest that in the original submission Lilly overestimated the treatment 
effect of pemetrexed by using i) a misspecification of the survival function (i.e. 
gamma versus exponential) and a single parametric function to generate OS 
estimates for both arms simultaneously, rather than a different survival function for 
each arm in the trial and ii) in the estimate of the post-progression treatment effect 
within the extrapolation. 


 


Comments noted. The Committee did not find 
any reason for basing its decision on overall 
survival on anything other than the 
PARAMOUNT data, which did not show any 
evidence of a post-progression benefit for 
pemetrexed over placebo. See section 4.15 of 
the FAD. 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly i)  With regards to the misspecification of the survival function we believe the 
original choice of gamma is more appropriate than the suggested exponential for 
the following reasons ( Appendix 2 has further details): 
 


 Lilly conducted a systematic approach to survival analysis, following the 
guidance provided in the NICE Technical Support Document (Latimer 2011).  


 The chosen survival function better reflects the observed data in the 
PARAMOUNT Clinical trial. Evidence to support this argument is explained in 
Appendix 2 by showing the smoothed hazard plots. 


 Standard statistical methods designed to assess the goodness of fit also 
support the choice of gamma over exponential distributions.  


 Residual plots provided by the ERG (Figures 8 and 9, ERG Report, p59, Jan 
2013) show that the gamma distribution is a better fit than the exponential over 
the whole trial duration and in particular towards the end of the trial where the 
extrapolation begins. 


 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD. 


Lilly On the basis of the above we believe that, by all conventional assessments, the 
gamma distribution offers the best fit of the observed data compared to the 
exponential model and provides a clinically plausible long-term survival estimate. 
 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD.  


Lilly 


 


With regards to the use of a single parametric function to generate OS estimates 
for both arms simultaneously, the ERG has suggested that the approach used in 
the original submission was not appropriate based upon a belief that survival 
trends observed in the latter part of the trial are suggestive of a constant hazard 
assumption meaning there should be no difference in treatment effect between 
the two treatment arms 
 
Whilst we agree that it is necessary to establish appropriate survival projection, 
we believe that this projection should not be focused upon data which are likely to 
be subject to the greatest level of uncertainty at the end of the trial and that a 
projection based on a fully fitted survivor function (as per the original submission), 
using all the observed data from the clinical trial, is likely to be more reliable.  
 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD.  


 


 


 


 


 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD. 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly In addition and to further support the Committee’s deliberation on this point we 
have conducted additional statistical tests, which show that the proportional 
hazard assumption is not violated and therefore reinforce that the original choice 
of a gamma model which used a single parametric function for both arms in the 
model is valid and appropriate.  
 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD. 


Lilly ii) The OS treatment effect in the model is based upon the within-trial period, 
taking account of both the pre-progression and post-progression periods. 
Uncertainty arises in relation to the treatment effect only in the extrapolation 
period and we therefore have to make an assumption in the model to this effect. 
By definition, no one knows with certainty what happens to the treatment effect 
after the trial ends. This is a question of clinical plausibility, which should take into 
consideration: biological plausibility for continued benefit. 
 


During the development of the model, (and supported during the Committee 
meeting), clinical experts suggested that it was biologically plausible that 
pemetrexed could alter the tumour such that treatment benefit continues post-
progression. Therefore this benefit was included within the model.  Whilst we do 
not have data specifically for pemetrexed, or for lung cancer, there is an emerging 
body of evidence that supports a hypothesis of biological plausibility for a 
continuing treatment effect post-trial for other cancers. It has been shown in 
advanced prostate and renal cell cancers (Stein et al 2009; Stein et al 2011) that 
part of the treatment effect is due to a change in growth rate of the residual 
tumour after treatment is stopped, i.e. the tumour has been fundamentally altered 
during treatment so that the tumour grows more slowly and survival is prolonged 
after the treatment is discontinued.   
 


We therefore believe that continued OS treatment effect in the extrapolation 
period is plausible and that modelling no beneficial effect is over conservative and 
likely to be inaccurate. 


See above and section 4.15 of the FAD. 


 


 


 


 


 


The Committee considered the findings in the 
two Stein et al papers did not support an 
extended benefit of chemotherapy following 
disease progression. See section 4.15 of the 
FAD 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly Model inputs and assumptions 
 


In the estimation of incremental cost-effectiveness, there is always a range of 
appropriate model inputs and parameterisation which can lead to a range of 
plausible basecase scenarios.  Many of these were included within an extensive 
range of deterministic sensitivity analyses for alternative plausible scenarios in our 
original submission, but below we have adjusted the model based upon the 
suggestions of the ERG, to help inform the committee in their considerations.  In 
the revised basecase we have incorporated the ERG’s suggestions which were 
considered to better reflect UK clinical practice (e.g. monitoring costs, cost by 
BSA), all but one of the adjustments to the pemetrexed-related costs and the half-
cycle correction. Please refer to Table 1 in Appendix 2 for full details of all the 
amendments incorporated to the basecase. 
 


 


 


Comments noted. The Committee welcomed 
the manufacturer’s revised base-case. 


Lilly When these changes are incorporated within the model, the revised estimate for 
incremental cost effectiveness is £59K providing the committee with a plausible 
and realistic range of ICERs to consider, from £47K - £59K. 
 


Comments noted. 


Lilly Further evidence and rationale to support Lilly’s survival modelling approach, a 
more detailed response to the points raised by the Committee and the ERG in 
relation to the economic model, and a summary of changes made to inputs and 
assumptions implemented in the revised basecase analysis are provided in 
Appendix 2. 
 


Comments noted. 
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Consultee Comment Response 


Lilly In conclusion, pemetrexed continuation maintenance is a well-tolerated and 
effective treatment option that will improve survival in patients suffering from a 
disease with poor prognosis, a key national Government priority. We strongly 
believe that pemetrexed in the continuation maintenance setting should be 
assessed under the End of Life criteria. The revised estimates for incremental 
cost-effectiveness of a robust economic model provide the Committee with a 
range of plausible and realistic ICERs between £47K and £59K. Lilly do not 
consider it the best option for the NHS to introduce a complex patient access 
scheme (PAS), within the context of increasing NHS productivity, when the 
eligible population for pemetrexed as continuation maintenance treatment is so 
very small (n=588) and other key indications are all recommended by NICE in 
England and Wales. 
 


Comments noted. The Committee was 
persuaded that the most plausible ICER was 
approximately £82,000 per QALY gained. See 
section 4.17 of the FAD. 


Lilly We hope the information presented in our response will help the Appraisal 
Committee support a recommendation for pemetrexed as continuation 
maintenance treatment, a recommendation that will be clinically consistent with 
NICE’s previous decisions and will avoid confusion in the implementation for 
patients in the real life clinical setting. 
 


Comments noted. 
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Comments received from clinical specialists and patient experts 


Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Yvonne 
J Summers 
- On behalf 
of NCRI 
Lung CSG 
and the 
Royal 
College of 
Physicians 


 


I was very disappointed to read the contents of the ACD regarding Pemetrexed 
maintenance in NSCLC and would ask that the following points be drawn to the 
attention of the committee when it reconvenes on Wednesday 27th March 2013: 
 


1. There has been much discussion about the various models used by the 
manufacturer and the ERG and extensive debate over the survival benefit 
gained in the pemetrexed arm in the post progression period. In section 4.16, 
page 23, line 1, the document states, “The Committee heard from the clinical 
specialists that a continued benefit of pemetrexed over best supportive care 
after disease progression would not be expected”. Whilst we could not explain 
why there was an improvement in outcome for patients on the pemetrexed arm 
of the trial in the post progression period, the patient derived data from the 
PARAMOUNT study shows a greater improvement in overall survival compared 
to progression free survival (2.9 versus 1.3 months respectively). Whether or 
not this finding is expected these are the results that were observed and cannot 
be discounted. 


With regard to end of life supplementary advice and in particular reference to the 
small patient population calculations (section 4.20) I would make the following 
comments: 


 


2. With regard to end of life supplementary advice and in particular reference to 
the small patient population calculations (section 4.20) I would make the 
following comments: 


 


Comment noted. 


 


 


 


Comments noted. See FAD section 4.15. The 
Committee noted the ERG’s Kaplan-Meier 
analysis of post-progression survival which 
indicated that for the 2 trial arms, survival 
corresponded very closely.  The Committee 
was not persuaded that the data supported a 
continued benefit for pemetrexed beyond 
progression, compared with placebo.  
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


J Summers 
- On behalf 
of NCRI 
Lung CSG 
and the 
Royal 
College of 
Physicians 


Maintenance. There was a lengthy discussion at the committee meeting about 
why there has been virtually no uptake of pemetrexed maintenance following non-
pemetrexed doublet 1st line chemotherapy since NICE approved its use in June 
2010 (TA190). It was discussed that patients with non-squamous NSCLC who 
were PS 0-1 and fit for pemetrexed and cisplatin 1st line are receiving this treatment 
preferentially, thus making them ineligible for pemetrexed maintenance under 
current guidelines. The fact that so few patients have received pemetrexed 
maintenance since June 2010 gives us almost 3 years of data which confirms that 
patients who are not fit for cisplatin and pemetrexed 1st line therapy, but receive 
another 1st line treatment, are extremely unlikely to be fit for maintenance therapy 
for the same reasons that excluded them from pemetrexed treatment in the first 
place (i.e. poor PS, co-morbidities, etc.). There is no evidence in the literature that 
any significant proportion of PS 2 NSCLC patients become PS 0-1 after 
chemotherapy. It is therefore unreasonable to assume as is stated (section 4.23, 
page 27) “As there was a similar number of such patients receiving first-line 
chemotherapy which did not contain pemetrexed, there was likely to be a similar 
number of patients eligible for ‘switch maintenance’ therapy”. I would strongly 
dispute this point and would suggest that the original estimate of 535 patients is 
closer to a correct estimate of potential patient numbers. 


 


The Committee noted comments received 
during consultation and revised the population 
estimates. The Committee accepted the 
manufacturer’s revised estimate that 588 
patients would be eligible for pemetrexed 
continuation maintenance. See section 4.23 
of the FAD. 
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Yvonne 
J Summers 
- On behalf 
of NCRI 
Lung CSG 
and the 
Royal 
College of 
Physicians 


 


2nd Line treatment. Making calculations from the LUCADA database is welcomed, 
as this is the most accurate reflection of UK practice, however in making an 
estimate of numbers of patients potentially suitable for second line pemetrexed 
treatment, there is no reference to this valuable resource having been used by the 
committee (section 4.24, page 28). Instead there is a rough calculation which 
suggests that if a third of PS 2 patients get 1st line treatment, then this number is 
approximately 1500 and then ALL of these 1500 patients are then suitable for 2nd 
line pemetrexed. This conflicts directly with the LUCADA database for 2011 which 
shows that there are 1762 PS 2 patients with stage IIIB/IV non-squamous NSCLC 
and, of these, 462 had 1st line chemotherapy. In UK practice 25% of PS 0-1 
patients receive 2nd line chemotherapy (and in PS 2 patients this is probably closer 
to 5%). Even if 25% were taken as the proportion receiving 2nd line therapy, the 
number would be 115. At the committee meeting there was discussion that NICE 
has not approved the use of 2nd line pemetrexed for patients with NSCLC and so 
the actual numbers of patients receiving 2nd line treatment in the UK is close to 
zero. 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of 
people with incurable illnesses. The 
Committee understood that the small patient 
population criterion was intended to recognise 
the long-term benefits to the NHS of 
innovation under these circumstances. The 
Committee was aware that, for this reason, it 
was appropriate to add the potential 
populations for all indications covered by the 
marketing authorisation together rather than 
consider them on the basis of actual use. See 
section 4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


 


Following consultation comments the 
Committee revised its estimated number for 
patients eligible to receive second-line 
pemetrexed. See section 4.24 of the FAD. 
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Yvonne 
J Summers 
- On behalf 
of NCRI 
Lung CSG 
and the 
Royal 
College of 
Physicians 


 


In summary, it would appear that the total number of patients potentially eligible for 
any pemetrexed treatment that the committee came to was 8761, but my 
adjustments would reduce this to 6811. I would hope that in view of the above 
information, the question of whether pemetrexed is considered to fulfill the end of 
life criteria would be revisited.  


Furthermore, I would like to take this opportunity to emphasise that pemetrexed 
maintenance treatment is of substantial benefit (3 months improvement in survival 
with maintained quality of life) to a selected small number of lung cancer patients 
for whom the outcome is so poor (median survival 9 months).  
 
I hope that these comments are helpful in reaching a final decision. 


 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


Dr Riyaz 
Shah – 
Nominated 
by Lilly 


I do not feel that the provisional recommendations are sound or a suitable basis for 
guidance to the NHS. 
 
My main concern regards the conclusion that this indication could not be 
considered under the supplementary advice to the Committee on end of life 
treatments (4.26). The Committee calculated this population to be in excess of 
8000, however my calculations suggest that this is a gross overestimate. 
 
I agree that the National Lung Cancer Audit 2012 (NLCA2012) provides the most 
robust database upon which to base population calculations. While not all lung 
patients are captured by this database, it does capture all patients discussed at 
MDM?s and therefore provides the most accurate estimation of the ?real? and 
?treatable? population. 
 


My rationale is detailed in section 4. 


Comment noted. 


 


Comments noted. 


 


 


 


Comments noted. 
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Riyaz 
Shah – 
Nominated 
by Lilly 


In para 4.23 there is significant consideration of the switch maintenance strategy. I 
feel that this is misleading. Assuming that a patient has Stage IIIb/IV non-
squamous non small cell lung cancer and a PS of 0-1, the correct treatment would 
be cisplatin and pemetrexed. This is NICE approved. There may be some patients, 
in whom pemetrexed is contraindicated however, in my clinical experience that is a 
very rare phenomenon. It is important that the committee appreciate that switch 
and continuation maintenance are not applicable to separate subgroups of 
patients. These treatment strategies relate to potential pathways for the same 
subgroup of patients. 


The Committee noted comments received 
during consultation and revised the population 
estimates. The Committee accepted the 
manufacturer’s revised estimate that 588 
patients would be eligible for pemetrexed 
continuation maintenance. The Committee 
concluded that the total population for both 
continuation and switch maintenance 
treatment would be approximately 1500. See 
section 4.23 of the FAD. 
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Riyaz 
Shah – 
Nominated 
by Lilly 


NICE estimate 6698 patients with NSCLC stage IIIB or IV and a PS of 0-1. 68% are 
nonsquamous giving a population of 4555. NLCA2012 shows about 55% of these 
patients are treated with chemo, giving a population of 2500 who are actually 
eligible for cisplatin + PEM first line and 1500 may go on to maintenance PEM. 
 
The population eligible for first line + maintenance is 2500 + 1500 = 4000. Does the 
manufacturer have sales data that would help estimate the 1st line population size? 
 
Adding the group of patients eligible for second line PEM is misleading. The 
second line license is old and predates that data showing its benefit in the non-
squamous subgroup. The trial (Hanna et al. J Clin Oncol 2004) is based on 
patients recruited between 2001 and 2002. This a historical trial. There is no 
evidence supporting the role of PEM second line in patients pretreated with first 
line PEM let alone those receiving maintenance PEM. Second line PEM is not cost 
effective, not NICE approved and has no defined commissioned pathway. 
 


 


My calculations suggest the total population size eligible for PEM is no more that 
5600 (2500 first line + 1500 maintenance + 1600 meso). Or 7100 if including 
second PEM. 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of 
people with incurable illnesses. The 
Committee understood that the small patient 
population criterion was intended to recognise 
the long-term benefits to the NHS of 
innovation under these circumstances. The 
Committee was aware that, for this reason, it 
was appropriate to add the potential 
populations for all indications covered by the 
marketing authorisation together rather than 
consider them on the basis of actual use. See 
section 4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


 


 


Dr Riyaz 
Shah – 
Nominated 
by Lilly 


I feel that adequate importance was not given to the clinical experts opinions that 
maintenance chemotherapy is a highly effective strategy for a small subgroup of 
patients. The experience from the cancer drugs fund would indicate that only a 
small number of patients are being offered this treatment within regions where no 
financial barrier exists (i.e. the cancer drugs fund in that area have a blanket policy 
to approve all requests for maintenance chemotherapy). This suggests that even 
with no barrier to access, oncologists are being highly selective and offering this to 
the select subgroup of patients identified within the PARAMOUNT trial. 
 


Comments noted. 
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Nominating 
organisation 


Comment Response 


Dr Riyaz 
Shah – 
Nominated 
by Lilly 


Pemerexed is coming close to the end of its patent. I don't know the exact dates 
however, the price of this drug is likely to drop substantially after that point. This will 
fundamentally alter all of the cost effectiveness calculations. 
 


It would be helpful if NICE could review their guidance on this drug in a timely 
manner after that point. 


Comments noted. It is anticipated that this will 
be taken into account when setting a review 
date.  


Comments received from commentators 


Commentator Comment Response 
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Comments received from members of the public 


Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 1 


4.23 From a working clinical perspective, the majority of patients who are 
diagnosed with  Non Squamous NSCLC generally receive 
Pemetrexed with Capsulation or Carboplatin. This group would 
therefore be eligible, if fit enough, for Pemetrexed  maintenance 
therapy.  Patients who receive any other chemotherapy agent other 
than Pemetrexed ie Gemcitabine, Paclitaxel (with Cisplatin or 
Carboplatin) would not, as far as our understanding goes, be 
eligible for Pemetrexed maintenance therapy. Therefore the 
analysis from the appraisal, which mentions switch maintenance, is 
not relevant. The NLCFN would therefore assume that the numbers 
of patients eligible are greatly reduced. For the End of Life Criteria 
this is very important to consider. 


 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


                                                   
*
 When comments are submitted via the Institute’s web site, individuals are asked to identify their role by choosing from a list as follows: ‘patent’, ‘carer’, ‘general public’, ‘health 


professional (within NHS)’, ‘health professional (private sector)’, ‘healthcare industry (pharmaceutical)’, ‘healthcare industry’(other)’, ‘local government professional’ or, if none of 
these categories apply, ‘other’ with a separate box to enter a description. 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 1 


4.24 Also relevant to the above comments, it could be recognised that 
those patients  eligible for second line Pemetrexed have been 
overestimated.  You have stated that patients who did not receive 
Pemetrexed as induction or maintenance of would be potentially 
eligible for second line chemotherapy following disease 
progression. However, the number of patients (1500) that you have 
quoted who might be eligible for second line therapy (one third of 
PS 2) appears high from our perspective. In addition we think that 
the point raised in 4.23 needs clarification as if patients have had 
Pemetrexed therapy first line then they would not be eligible second 
line. This again significantly impacts total patient numbers and 
hence eligibility of End of Life Criteria. 


 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 1 


4.10 Whilst we recognise that you have focused on only one mode of 
surveillance with CT follow up based on the Paramount study we 
are sure that there will be clinical variation (based on clinician 
preference) to detect recurrence.  Chest x-rays can be utilised as 
routine in follow up with CT requested if there are concerns from 
CXR or patient reported symptoms.  
 
Patients on maintenance treatment could be followed up in Lung 
Cancer Nurse Specialist led clinics rather than the traditional 
medical led clinic. Lung Cancer Nurse Specialists are skilled 
practitioners who will know the patient well and are highly likely to 
detect early signs of recurrence through recognition of concerning 
symptoms. Patients have access to Lung Cancer Nurse Specialists 
for advice and access to be reviewed in clinic at any time in event of 
problems with disease progression often identified via this line of 
follow up. These modes of follow up have been identified as 
effective in terms of detecting recurrence and acceptable to 
patients. Internal audits of practice within Lung Cancer Units have 
demonstrated this. This again will reduce the cost of providing 
Pemetrexed as maintenance therapy. 
 
We would also like to highlight the importance of the quality of life 
for patients receiving maintenance Pemetrexed therapy. From our 
perspective maintenance therapy will potentially delay the onset of 
distressing symptoms, reduce hospital visits, a reduction of 
inpatient stays and a reduction of prescriptive medications (and 
associated costs). This is hugely important from a nursing 
perspective and takes into account the associated impact on 
community services. 


 


Comments noted. Please see section 4.10 of 
the FAD for the Committee’s conclusions on 
CT scans. 


 


 


 


Comments noted. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Comments noted. The Committee was aware 
of comments received from a patient group 
describing the limited life expectancy of people 
with NSCLC and of the importance to patients 
and their families of the availability of 
additional active therapy options. 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 1 


General Our final comment is with regards to the historical lack of treatment 
options for patients with lung cancer. The initial studies into lung 
cancer chemotherapy did not show major differences in survival but 
the clinical community has gradually increased its knowledge, 
understanding and clinical application in the delivery of 
chemotherapy and novel agents. We welcome new agents into the 
practice. Pemetrexed has proven to be an effective chemotherapy 
agent in the first line setting, well tolerated, with the potential to 
deliver good response rates. We would like to see this available as 
a maintenance therapy to offer as a therapeutic option for our 
patient population and hope that you take our comments into 
consideration. 


The Committee reviewed the data available on 
the clinical and cost effectiveness of 
pemetrexed, having considered evidence on 
the nature of non-squamous NSCLC and the 
value placed on the benefits of pemetrexed 
maintenance treatment following pemetrexed 
and cisplatin induction therapy by people with 
the condition, those who represent them, and 
clinical specialists. It also took into account the 
effective use of NHS resources 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


Several errors in the preliminary recommendations  reduce the cost 
effectiveness and have overestimated the patient numbers 
(excluding end of life consideration). 


 


Comments noted. Please see section 4.21 to 
4.26 of the FAD for a full discussion around 
patient numbers. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


Worryingly comments on age eg 3.14,4.6 etc  reveal a bias for 
doubting the applicability of the results to our patient population, 
there is no evidence that age is a prognostic nor predictive factor for 
NSCLC chemotherapy.  


 


The Committee accepted that pemetrexed 
monotherapy for the maintenance treatment of 
locally advanced or metastatic non-squamous 
NSCLC in patients whose disease has not 
progressed immediately following induction 
therapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin (and 
with a performance status of 0–1) provides a 
statistically significant gain in progression-free 
survival and overall survival compared with 
placebo. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


The economic assessments eg 3.20 3.21, 4.15, based on the post 
hoc use of an adjusted model when there was no baseline patient 
imbalance and PFS secondary calculations eg 3.19 with the 
attendant observer variability, rather than the definitive OS endpoint 
are a very questionable, unreliable approach.  


Comments noted. 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


There is double counting  4.21 - 4.23, for the patient number likely 
to receive pemetrexed as switch maintenance would not be 
prescribed as first line pemetrexed platinum is given routinely in the 
UK. 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


No pemetrexed is used 2nd line 4.24 as it is not approved by NICE 
and counting these invisible patients is a specious argument which 
is clinically meaningless . 


Please see above and section 4.21 of the 
FAD. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
1 


Using currently available data the expected total patient population 
would be <8000 ~7000.The appraisal is likely to be positive for 
providing a more objective, clinically meaningful approach is taken 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


Section 
2 


Pemetrexed is an important new cytotoxic which has benefitted 
advanced NSCLC patients in terms of clinically important increases 
in overall survival with no quality of life detriment due to a milder 
side effect profile. Extending the benefits of pemetrexed with 
continuous maintenance for people with advanced NSCLC would 
help reduce a serious unmet need 


Comments noted. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.14 These comments are irrelevant as patients would only be treated if 
PS0 1, age is not prognostic, predictive, and stage IV has increased 
in trials because of the new TNM classification. 


 Comment noted 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.16 Where is the evidence for ERG`s criticism based on the 8 
parameters   eg BSA 


Additional information on these parameters is 
available in section 6.1.2 of the ERG report.  


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.17 Given there was no baseline imbalance insisting on an adjusted 
model equates to post hoc prejudicial fitting of data to an ERG 
preferred model 


Comment noted 


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.18 Why use a common survival when the trial survival was so different, 
extrapolating at the end of the survival curves with ~30 patients 
overall introduces wider confidence limits and is more unreliable 
than using all the survival data from the start. The approach has no 
clinical value 


For clarity, the common survival level refers to 
the point at which projection begins. Section 
4.16 of the FAD provides further details.  The 
Committee was aware that the choice of cut 
point is a matter of judgement and as such, 
any estimates come with some degree of 
uncertainty. Acknowledging this uncertainty, 
the Committee accepted the ERG’s basis for 
the choice of 37.2% as the point from which to 
begin survival projection. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.19 A plausible explanation is selection of more slowly growing clones, 
the faster ones being more sensitive to CT. 


Comment noted. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


3.21 Scenario 4 the post hoc reasoning for an adjusted model just 
because it reduces an assumed post progression survival, which in 
turn is based on CT scan interpretation introduces many 
unnecessary assumptions and questions the validity and clinical 
relevance of such an approach 


The frequency of monitoring (CT scanning) is 
an assumption within the economic model 
which impacts on the cost of pemetrexed 
treatment. The quantity of time spent in post 
progression survival is independent of this 
assumption. The Committee did not find any 
reason for basing its decision on anything 
other than the PARAMOUNT data, which did 
not show any evidence of a post-progression 
benefit for pemetrexed over placebo. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.6 Only PS0/1 patients entered the trial and PS01 non trial patients 
would be expected to behave similarly 


Comment noted 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.8 It should be noted that in Paramount EQ5D was used a generic 
questionnaire and not sensitive to lung cancer specific symptoms 
as in FACT L where there was an improvement in the switch 
maintenance trial. 


Comments noted. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.10 Follow up appointments are the same, every 6-8 weeks as 
recommended in guidelines but is often much shorter due to the 
rapid progression <2 months with serious symptom logy with a wait 
and watch policy, these patient need similar if not more hospital 
interventions. The median number of five pemetrexed cycles argues 
at the most one extra CT scan will be at a six week interval. 


Comments noted. Within the manufacturers 
revised base-case the frequency of CT scans 
has been updated to once every 12 weeks. 
See section 4.10 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.12 The trial data did show reduction in subsequent treatment in the 
pemetrexed arm particularly in the erlotinib 6% and docetaxel 6% 
treatments.  Choosing t o disregard these data as non-significant 
where no such restriction exists in the economic adjusted analysis 
is untenable 


Comments noted. Within the manufacturers 
revised base-case the differential rate of 
second-line chemotherapy has been removed. 
See section FAD section 4.11 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.13 Disagree given the above. See above 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.14 There is no reason to use an adjusted model as no imbalance in the 
pre-treatment characteristics and age is not a prognostic 
independent significant factor   The ERG`s post hoc analysis 
tagged onto the end of the survival curves will of course be less 
robust than examining the whole of the survival curve. The post hoc 
fitting of the ERGs adjusted model is unscientific and clinically 
inappropriate. 


Comments noted. The Committee decided 
against using the manufacturer’s projections 
for survival. See section 4.15 of the FAD.  


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.15 The cut points of 20% is reasonable clinically, larger numbers are 
always preferable to smaller numbers 


Comments noted. 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.20 It must be noted that in the UK pemetrexed is not used the second 
line setting, NICE guidance and therefore does not contribute to the 
patients actually treated in this end of life criteria 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.23 Double counting, pemetrexed switch maintenance trial is no longer 
relevant, given the widespread UK use of 1st line pemetrexed  
Here market research data are used (although not used for the 
second line indication (below), zero in the UK.    Therefore, 535 is a 
reasonable number. 


See above and section 4.21 of the FAD 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.24 Second line pemetrexed PS0-2 is not NHS funded, erlotinib which 
is funded would be used, 


See above and section 4.21 of the FAD 


NHS 
Professional 2 


4.27 End of life criteria would be fulfilled if corrections to the assumptions 
re numbers are made 


Comment noted. Even if the end-of-life 
considerations were taken into account, the 
most plausible ICER for pemetrexed 
maintenance following induction therapy with 
pemetrexed and cisplatin compared with 
placebo plus best supportive care was 
substantially higher than would normally 
considered to be a cost effective use of NHS 
resources 
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Role
*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 3 


3.7 It should be noted that no patients received 2nd line pemetrexed. The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


NHS 
Professional 3 


3.14 The non-squamous NSCLC group occur in a younger, female 
predominant, better performance status with fewer ever smokers. In 
my opinion the trial population is consistent with my patient 
population. 


Comment noted. 


NHS 
Professional 3 


4.23 It is an incorrect assumption to state that an equal number of 
patients will be eligible for switch maintenance. The majority of 
patients will be continuous maintenance 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 
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*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 3 


4.24 This assumption is grossly flawed. Note my earlier comment re 3.7 The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


NHS 
Professional 3 


4.25 This estimate is grossly flawed as a significant proportion of 
patients are PS 2 or worse and so unfit for chemotherapy. 


Comments noted. The estimated size of the 
eligible population for pemetrexed has been 
updated within the FAD, see sections 4.21 to 
4.26. 


NHS 
Professional 3 


4.26 Based on my comments I request that the committee reconsider 
this point. 


Comment noted. 


NHS 
Professional 4 


1.1 Unfortunate grammar in wording of 1.1. On first reading it would 
appear that the guidance is recommending pemetrexed for use in 
squamous cell tumours. I know you have to use licenced indication 
but not at the expense of clarity and reasonable English. My other 
comments fed back to NCRI CSG so not included here. 


Comments noted. As highlighted we have 
used wording which corresponds with the 
licensed indication. This avoids any ambiguity 
between our recommendation and what is in 
the MA. In addition, it provides consistency 
with the wording in TA190, which also refers to 
‘other than predominantly squamous’ as per 
the marketing authorisation.  
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*
 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 5 


1.1 1.1 Pemetrexed is not recommended for the maintenance 
treatment of locally advanced or metastatic non-small-cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) other than predominantly squamous cell histology 
in people whose disease has not progressed immediately following 
induction therapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin. 
 


The wording of this paragraph can be interpreted as implying that 
Pemetrexed maintenance is recommended for squamous cell 
histology in non-progressing cases.  This is clearly not the case and 
the wording should be amended to avoid confusion. 


Comments noted. We have used wording 
which corresponds with the licensed 
indication. This avoids any ambiguity between 
our recommendation and what is in the MA. In 
addition, it provides consistency with the 
wording in TA190, which also refers to ‘other 
than predominantly squamous’ as per the 
marketing authorisation.  


 


NHS 
Professional 5 


Section 
2 


The demonstration of the specific activity of pemetrexed in 
nonsquamous cell histology NSCLC is, I believe, a significant 
advance in the management of this unfortunate group of patients. I 
say this as a medical oncologist who has published trials in this field 
over more than 20 years.  It is an agent that is tolerated much better 
than competitors and, remarkably, is associated with almost no 
cumulative toxicity. Thus these patients, who include the life-long 
non-smoking lung cancer cases, are enjoying longer survival with 
fewer sife-effects. 


Comment noted. 
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 Section  Comment Response 


NHS 
Professional 5 


Section 
4 


There are, I believe errors in the calculation of population sizes for 
Pemetrexed in 4.24. Since the data for second line therapy, switch 
maintenance and continuation maintenance became available at 
different times over the last few years an assumption has been 
made in the ACD that all three settings might be appropriate for an 
individual patient. This is not the case.  Firstly, the patients likely to 
be offered continuation maintenance will not have been eligible for 
switch maintenance and vice versa, so in practice they will be the 
same 500 or so patients.  These days, with the increasing use of 
first line Pemetrexed+cisplatin in non-squamous NSCLC they will all 
be offered continuation maintenance if eligible and therefore will not 
ever be eligible for switch maintenance. 
 
Similarly, patients who have had 1st line pemetrexed will not be 
receiving 2nd line with the same drug whether or not they have had 
continuation maintenance.  So here again there has been double-
counting.  I believe this should make a significant reduction to the 
total number of patients eligible for, and receiving the drug. 
 


The Committee considered supplementary 
advice from NICE that should be taken into 
account when appraising treatments that may 
extend the life of patients with a short life 
expectancy and that are licensed for 
indications that affect small numbers of people 
with incurable illnesses. The Committee 
understood that the small patient population 
criterion was intended to recognise the long-
term benefits to the NHS of innovation under 
these circumstances. The Committee was 
aware that, for this reason, it was appropriate 
to add the potential populations for all 
indications covered by the marketing 
authorisation together rather than consider 
them on the basis of actual use. See section 
4.21 of the FAD for more information. 


 


Summary of comments received from members of the public  


Theme Response 
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Pemetrexed for maintenance treatment of non-squamous non-small-cell lung cancer [ID489] 


Lilly response to Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD) 


 


Dear Meindert 


 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD) on 


pemetrexed for the continuation maintenance treatment of non-squamous NSCLC. 


Lilly are pleased that the Appraisal Committee have recognised the clinical benefit that pemetrexed 


continuation maintenance offers to patients. However, Lilly are disappointed that the Committee 


did not provisionally recommend pemetrexed for non squamous non-small cell lung cancer in the 


continuous maintenance setting after recommendations supporting 1
st
 line and switch maintenance 


use (TA181 and TA190).   


 


A negative recommendation for continuation maintenance could lead to variation or inequity in the 


treatment of essentially the same group of patients, differing only in terms of their first-line regimen 


(pemetrexed or non-pemetrexed in combination with platinum). This decision relates to a small 


number of eligible patients (n=588) but has the potential to create confusion in oncology centres 


that are already providing pemetrexed for patients with non-squamous NSCLC. 


 


Pemetrexed continuation maintenance enables patients to maintain the benefit of best-practice 


first-line treatment and further extend survival in patients with non-squamous NSCLC.  The 


combined impact of first-line and maintenance therapy has extended the life of patients in a 


disease where, prior to the introduction of pemetrexed, patients survived on average less than 12 


months from diagnosis.  Pemetrexed continuation maintenance is an effective treatment which 


improves one year lung cancer survival and could improve five year survival, key priorities for the 


Government (NHS Outcomes Framework 2012/2013). 
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Implementation considerations 


 


The Committee’s preliminary recommendations on pemetrexed continuation maintenance would 


have the unacceptable consequence of requiring that pemetrexed treatment be withdrawn from 


patients who are deriving an important benefit from pemetrexed/cisplatin first-line therapy and for 


whom continued pemetrexed treatment to maintain that benefit is a logical treatment strategy.  


When negative NICE guidance is issued, NICE seeks to avoid the withdrawal of treatment from 


patients currently benefitting from such therapy, by including a standard statement to that effect in 


all its guidance. The Committee’s recommendation for pemetrexed, currently under consultation is 


inconsistent with that approach and raises the same ethical issues that NICE is generally 


concerned to avoid through its standard statement.  We believe that this is an important matter that 


should be taken into account by the Committee before guidance is finalised. 


Application of the supplementary advice on ‘End of life’ in the context of the size of the 


cumulative patient population eligible for pemetrexed  


 
We do not believe the approach followed by the Committee when determining the population size 


is fair or reflects the proposed use of pemetrexed. While we accept the Committee’s estimates of 


eligible population size for first-line non-squamous NSCLC (n=4555, ACD paragraph 4.22) and for 


mesothelioma (n=1606, ACD paragraph 4.25), we believe that the Committee’s estimate for 


Performance Status (PS) 2 patients at first-line who are then only eligible for pemetrexed at 


second-line is excessively high (n=1500, ACD paragraph 4.24) due to misinterpretation of the 


clinical specialists’ comments during the Committee meeting. In addition, we do not agree with the 


inclusion of patients in the switch maintenance setting who have not been exposed to pemetrexed 


in the first-line setting (n= 565 calculated from ACD paragraph 4.23). 


By double-counting patients receiving maintenance, as documented in paragraphs 4.23 and 4.24, 


the Committee has applied the ‘End of life’ advice in a way that is inconsistent with the way that it 


has been applied in other appraisals. The Committee included patients eligible for switch 


maintenance, which is inappropriate as these patients by the nature of the authorised indication 


must have not received pemetrexed first-line to be eligible for maintenance. In addition, we do not 


believe continuation maintenance, should be included as it is essentially an extension of first-line 


treatment to disease progression in the same patient.  


Pemetrexed should qualify for ‘End of Life’ consideration in terms of the small population criterion.  


According to our calculations (see Appendix 1), the total eligible population that the Committee 


should consider is n=6184, which includes n=1606 for mesothelioma, n= 4555 for PS 0-1 first-line 


NSCLC and n=23 for PS 2 second-line NSCLC. Even working with the intent of the End of Life 


criteria by including the continuation maintenance population of n=588, the total eligible population 


would be n=6772, which falls beneath the 7000 threshold. The Committee may wish to note that 


the population of first-line patients, if estimated in accordance with the licensed indication, would in 


fact exclude EGFR mutation positive patients (~15%) who would not receive platinum-based 


chemotherapy, thus resulting in an even lower number of eligible patients. 


For the benefit of the Appraisal Committee, we have depicted our calculations in Figure 1 below.  


Since the population size is a crucial criterion for consideration under the EOL supplementary 


advice, we would like to request that Figure 1 be projected on screen for Committee members at 


the second Appraisal Committee meeting to facilitate understanding and inform the Committee’s 


discussions around these numbers (a powerpoint presentation with the figure is also enclosed). 
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Figure 1. Patients eligible for pemetrexed across all indications - Lilly calculations 


 


CM: Continuation maintenance;  
1
Percentage of PS 0-1 Stage IIIB or IV NSCLC pts having chemotherapy, Page 39, NLCA 


Audit report 2012; 
2 
Pem/cis Share of market, GfK Market data Q4 2012; 


3 
Percentage patients eligible for pemetrexed 


continuation maintenance from the PARAMOUNT trial (Paz-Ares et al 2012); 
4
 Personal communication, Dr M. Peake: data 


extraction from National Lung Cancer Audit Database (2011 cohort); 
5 
Assumption; 


6 
Personal communication, Dr J Lester. 


March 2013; 
7
 NLCA Audit report 2012 page 8; 


8 
Pemetrexed


 
ACD paragraph 4.25; 


9
 Assumption 


 


Economic considerations 


 
The committee considered that pemetrexed was not cost-effective as continuation maintenance 


therapy when compared to Best Supportive Care. The cost-effectiveness of pemetrexed in the 


continuation maintenance setting was estimated in the Manufacturer’s submission to be £47,576 


whilst the estimate in the ACD was given as £76,300, dependent upon various changes to 


underlying methodology and assumptions suggested by the Evidence Review Group (ERG).  


 


We believe that both the methodological approach utilised within the model structure, and the 


basecase assumptions were appropriate and accurate and have led to a plausible, realistic ICER 


within our submission.  We believe the modelling approach merits further elaboration, in order to 


reassure the Committee that the most probable estimate of incremental cost effectiveness falls 


within the range of £47K - £59K. 


 


The main concerns relating to the economic model, as documented in the ACD, relate to the 


following, which we will explore in turn: a) the approach to modelling of progression-free survival 


(PFS) and overall survival (OS) and extrapolation beyond the time period of the clinical trial and b) 


the plausibility of some of the assumptions and inputs in the economic model. 


  


a. modelling of overall and progression free survival 


 


In terms of impact upon the final incremental cost per QALY, the methods used to estimate survival 


have the greatest single effect upon cost-effectiveness ratios.  The ERG suggest that in the original 


submission Lilly overestimated the treatment effect of pemetrexed by using i) a misspecification of 


the survival function (i.e. gamma versus exponential) and a single parametric function to generate 


OS estimates for both arms simultaneously, rather than a different survival function for each arm in 


the trial and ii) in the estimate of the post-progression treatment effect within the extrapolation.   
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i)  With regards to the misspecification of the survival function we believe the original choice of 


gamma is more appropriate than the suggested exponential for the following reasons ( Appendix 2 


has further details): 


 


 Lilly conducted a systematic approach to survival analysis, following the guidance 


provided in the NICE Technical Support Document (Latimer 2011).  


 The chosen survival function better reflects the observed data in the PARAMOUNT 


Clinical trial. Evidence to support this argument is explained in Appendix 2 by showing 


the smoothed hazard plots. 


 Standard statistical methods designed to assess the goodness of fit also support the 


choice of gamma over exponential distributions.  


 Residual plots provided by the ERG (Figures 8 and 9, ERG Report, p59, Jan 2013) 


show that the gamma distribution is a better fit than the exponential over the whole trial 


duration and in particular towards the end of the trial where the extrapolation begins. 


 


On the basis of the above we believe that, by all conventional assessments, the gamma 


distribution offers the best fit of the observed data compared to the exponential model and provides 


a clinically plausible long-term survival estimate. 


 
With regards to the use of a single parametric function to generate OS estimates for both arms 
simultaneously, the ERG has suggested that the approach used in the original submission was not 
appropriate based upon a belief that survival trends observed in the latter part of the trial are 
suggestive of a constant hazard assumption meaning there should be no difference in treatment 
effect between the two treatment arms.   
 


Whilst we agree that it is necessary to establish appropriate survival projection, we believe that this 
projection should not be focused upon data which are likely to be subject to the greatest level of 
uncertainty at the end of the trial and that a projection based on a fully fitted survivor function (as 
per the original submission), using all the observed data from the clinical trial, is likely to be more 
reliable.  
 
In addition and to further support the Committee’s deliberation on this point we have conducted 
additional statistical tests, which show that the proportional hazard assumption is not violated and 
therefore reinforce that the original choice of a gamma model which used a single parametric 
function for both arms in the model is valid and appropriate.  


 


ii) The OS treatment effect in the model is based upon the within-trial period, taking account of both 


the pre-progression and post-progression periods. Uncertainty arises in relation to the treatment 


effect only in the extrapolation period and we therefore have to make an assumption in the model 


to this effect. By definition, no one knows with certainty what happens to the treatment effect after 


the trial ends. This is a question of clinical plausibility, which should take into consideration: 


biological plausibility for continued benefit. 


 


During the development of the model, (and supported during the Committee meeting), clinical 


experts suggested that it was biologically plausible that pemetrexed could alter the tumour such 


that treatment benefit continues post-progression. Therefore this benefit was included within the 


model.  Whilst we do not have data specifically for pemetrexed, or for lung cancer, there is an 


emerging body of evidence that supports a hypothesis of biological plausibility for a continuing 


treatment effect post-trial for other cancers. It has been shown in advanced prostate and renal cell 


cancers (Stein et al 2009; Stein et al 2011) that part of the treatment effect is due to a change in 


growth rate of the residual tumour after treatment is stopped, i.e. the tumour has been 


fundamentally altered during treatment so that the tumour grows more slowly and survival is 


prolonged after the treatment is discontinued.   


 


We therefore believe that continued OS treatment effect in the extrapolation period is plausible and 


that modelling no beneficial effect is over conservative and likely to be inaccurate.  


 


b. model inputs and assumptions 


 


In the estimation of incremental cost-effectiveness, there is always a range of appropriate model 


inputs and parameterisation which can lead to a range of plausible basecase scenarios.  Many of 
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these were included within an extensive range of deterministic sensitivity analyses for alternative 


plausible scenarios in our original submission, but below we have adjusted the model based upon 


the suggestions of the ERG, to help inform the committee in their considerations.  In the revised 


basecase we have incorporated the ERG’s suggestions which were considered to better reflect UK 


clinical practice (e.g. monitoring costs, cost by BSA), all but one of the adjustments to the 


pemetrexed-related costs and the half-cycle correction. Please refer to Table 1 in Appendix 2 for 


full details of all the amendments incorporated to the basecase. 


 


When these changes are incorporated within the model, the revised estimate for incremental cost 


effectiveness is £59K providing the committee with a plausible and realistic range of ICERs to 


consider, from £47K - £59K. 


 


Further evidence and rationale to support Lilly’s survival modelling approach, a more detailed 


response to the points raised by the Committee and the ERG in relation to the economic model, 


and a summary of changes made to inputs and assumptions implemented in the revised basecase 


analysis are provided in Appendix 2. 


 


In conclusion, pemetrexed continuation maintenance is a well-tolerated and effective treatment 


option that will improve survival in patients suffering from a disease with poor prognosis, a key 


national Government priority. We strongly believe that pemetrexed in the continuation maintenance 


setting should be assessed under the End of Life criteria. The revised estimates for incremental 


cost-effectiveness of a robust economic model provide the Committee with a range of plausible 


and realistic ICERs between £47K and £59K. Lilly do not consider it the best option for the NHS to 


introduce a complex patient access scheme (PAS), within the context of increasing NHS 


productivity, when the eligible population for pemetrexed as continuation maintenance treatment is 


so very small (n=588) and other key indications are all recommended by NICE in England and 


Wales. 


We hope the information presented in our response will help the Appraisal Committee support a 


recommendation for pemetrexed as continuation maintenance treatment, a recommendation that 


will be clinically consistent with NICE’s previous decisions and will avoid confusion in the 


implementation for patients in the real life clinical setting.  


Yours sincerely 


 


 


xxxxxxxxxxx 
 
 
 
xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xx 
 
 


Enclosed: 


 


1. Appendix 1 – End of Life 


2. Appendix 2 – Detailed Cost Effectiveness response 


3. List of factual inaccuracies 


4. Powerpoint presentation with Figure 1 


5. Confidential information checklist 
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Appendix 1: Application of the supplementary advice on ‘End of life’ in the context 


of the size of the cumulative patient population eligible for pemetrexed  


 We acknowledge the basic principles of the ‘End of Life’ criteria – helping patients gain access 


to life-extending treatments and rewarding manufacturers of innovative treatments that are in-


dicated for conditions with small patient populations. However, the Committee’s approach in 


determining the population size for the purposes of the ACD is not fair and does not reflect the 


proposed use of pemetrexed. 


 The estimation of the cumulative licensed population is fairly clear when the licensed popula-


tions for each indication are mutually exclusive, for instance, NSCLC and mesothelioma. How-


ever, for indications which cover different settings of same disease but at different points in the 


treatment pathway (as in different settings of NSCLC) is not straightforward.  


 By double-counting patients receiving continuation and switch maintenance, as documented in 


paragraphs 4.23 and 4.24, the Committee has applied the ‘End of life’ advice is inconsistent 


with that applied in other appraisals. 


Estimated pemetrexed-eligible population as calculated by Lilly  


Table 1 presents Lilly’s position on the estimated population eligible for pemetrexed as documented 


in the ACD, while Figure 1 depicts Lilly’s calculation of patients eligible for pemetrexed across all 


licensed indications. For comparison purposes, patient numbers as calculated in the ACD are also 


presented in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the two main pools of patients who are eligible for 


pemetrexed treatment in NSCLC. 


Table 2 provides a detailed explanation of the calculation of patient numbers. 


Total estimated population eligible for pemetrexed across all licensed indications 


 The total eligible population that the Committee should consider is n=6184 (n=1606 for 


mesothelioma + n= 4555 for PS 0-1 first-line NSCLC + n=23 for PS 2 second-line NSCLC).  


 Even applying the most conservative approach and double counting the continuation 


maintenance population (n=588), the patient population eligible for pemetrexed across all 


licensed indications is n=6772. 


 Inclusion of switch maintenance patients is inappropriate as these patients by the nature of 


the indication must have not received pemetrexed first-line to be eligible for maintenance. 


 Therefore, the total population of patients who may receive pemetrexed falls beneath 


the 7000 threshold, which means that pemetrexed should qualify for ‘End of Life’ consid-


eration in terms of the small population criterion.  


 







 


 


Table 1. Lilly's position on estimated pemetrexed-eligible population as document in the 


ACD 


 


Indication / 


setting 


 


Estimated 


eligible 


population 


in ACD / 


ACD para-


graph 


 


Numer-


ical 


value 


accept-


ed by 


Lilly 


Yes/No 


 


Double-


counted 


in ACD 


Yes/No 


 


Rationale for alternative Lilly estimate 


Mesothelio-


ma 


1606 


(Para 4.25) 


Yes N/A N/A 


First-line 


NSCLC, 


Non-


squamous 


patients with 


stage IIIB/IV 


and PS 0-1 


4555 


 


(Para 4.22) 


Yes N/A N/A 


Continuation 


mainte-


nance 


NSCLC 


535, updat-


ed to 588 


based on 


NLCA 2012 


(Para 4.23) 


Yes Yes We do not believe continuation maintenance should be 


included as it is essentially an extension of first-line treat-


ment to progression in the same patient. 


Switch 


mainte-


nance  


1100 – 535= 


565 


(Para 4.23) 


No - N/A Yes Inappropriate to include these patients as they have not 


received pemetrexed in the first-line setting. 


Second-line 


Non-


squamous 


NSCLC, PS 


2 only 


1500 


(Para 4.24) 


No N/A We estimate this number to be n= 23. The number in the 


ACD is an overestimate based on a misinterpretation of 


the Clinical Specialists’ comments “one third of PS 2 pa-


tients would receive chemotherapy”. Comment was in 


relation to 1st-line chemo, not 2
nd


-line as inferred by the 


Committee.  


 


Since the population size is a crucial criterion for consideration under the EOL supplementary ad-


vice, we would like to request that Figure 1 be shown to Committee members at the second AC 


meeting to facilitate understanding and inform the Committee’s discussions around these numbers 


(a powerpoint presentation with the figure is attached). 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


Table 2. Detailed explanation of calculations for estimated patient numbers for NSCLC set-


tings 
Sr 


no. 


Indication 


/setting 


Explanation of calculations of estimated pemetrexed-eligible population 


1. First-line NSCLC, 


PS 0-1 


 As mentioned in the ACD, we have assumed that all patients with non-


squamous stage IIIB/IV NSCLC with PS 0-1 (n=4555) are potentially eligible 


for first-line treatment with pemetrexed/cisplatin.  


 These 4555 patients represent the maximum population of PS 0-1 NSCLC 


patients who can ever be eligible for pemetrexed therapy - irrespective of the 


particular regime or place in the treatment pathway.   


 In actual clinical practice, only 55.2% of these (n=2514) receive first-line 


treatment (NLCA audit report 2012), of which 40% receive 


pemetrexed/cisplatin (N=1006) (GfK Market data Q4 2012). 


2. Continuation 


maintenance 


treatment of 


NSCLC 


 Paragraph 4.23 of the ACD states “The Committee noted that the manufac-


turer estimated the population eligible for “continuation maintenance” to be 


535”.  The Committee accepted this figure (based on the NLCA 2011 audit 


report) for the purposes of its calculations.  


 In the PARAMOUNT study, the pivotal trial for pemetrexed in continuation 


maintenance treatment (Paz-Ares et al 2012), 58.4% of patients receiving 


pemetrexed first-line were eligible to continue on pemetrexed monotherapy. 


We suggest amending the figure of the N=535 in the ACD paragraph 4.23 


based on the data from the NLCA 2012 audit report to obtain an estimated 


N=588 patients (i.e, 58.4% of the n=1006 patients who actually receive 


pemetrexed/cisplatin first-line). 


3. Switch 


maintenance 


treatment of 


NSCLC 


 Paragraph 4.23 of the ACD states ‘The committee noted that the manufac-


turer estimated the population eligible for ‘continuation maintenance to be 


535. “As there was a similar number of such patients receiving first-line 


chemotherapy which did not contain pemetrexed, there was likely to be a 


similar number of patients eligible for ‘switch maintenance’ therapy. Thus 


approximately 1100 patients would be eligible to receive pemetrexed 


maintenance treatment.’ The Committee have accepted that n=535 patients 


are eligible for continuation maintenance, which leaves 1100 minus 535 =  


565 patients eligible to receive pemetrexed switch maintenance.  There is no 


basis for this number other than the Committee’s perception that the number 


of patients receiving switch and continuation maintenance are equal.  


4. Second-line 


treatment of 


NSCLC, PS 2 


patients 


 PS 2 patients are not fit enough to receive pemetrexed in combination with 


cisplatin as first-line treatment (and therefore, as maintenance treatment), 


however pemetrexed may be prescribed as monotherapy in the second-line 


setting. 


 In paragraph 4.24, the ACD refers to advice received from the clinical 


specialists that there were approximately equal numbers of NSCLC patients 


presenting with a performance status of 2 and 0-1 (i.e. 4555 in each group), 


that approximately one third of patients of performance status 2 would 


receive chemotherapy and concludes “the Committee therefore considered 


that the second-line population eligible for pemetrexed would be one third of 


4555, that is, approximately 1500 patients”.   


 However, the Committee’s conclusion relates to the proportion of patients 


with PS 2 potentially eligible for first-line chemotherapy and not to eligibility 







 


 


for second-line treatment with pemetrexed. In order to estimate the eligible 


second-line population, we first have to estimate the number of patients 


receiving first-line chemotherapy.  


 Data from the NLCA 2011 cohort shows that there are 1762 patients with 


non-squamous stage IIIB/IV NSCLC with PS 2 (Personal communication, Dr 


M. Peake, 2013). This figure suggests that the Committee’s figure of 4555 


patients presenting with a performance status of 2, represents an over-


estimate. Of the 1762 PS 2 patients identified in the 2011 NLCA, 462 re-


ceived first-line chemotherapy. Since only 5% of patients receiving first-line 


chemotherapy are estimated to be eligible for 2
nd


-line (Personal communica-


tion, Dr J. Lester, March 2013), only 23 are estimated to be eligible for sec-


ond-line treatment, based on clinical expert opinion.   


 


Figure 1. Patients eligible for pemetrexed across all indications - Lilly calculations  
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Figure 2. Patients eligible for pemetrexed across all licensed indications - as calculated in 


the ACD 
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Figure 3. Patients eligible for pemetrexed treatment in the NSCLC  


 


 


Note: Patients eligible for pemetrexed treatment in any NSCLC setting originate from two main pools of patients (see Fig-


ure 1). Any patients who receive pemetrexed in any setting of NSCLC have to belong to either of these two pools of pa-


tients. The first pool consists of N= 4,555 patients with non-squamous stage IIIB/IV NSCLC and PS 0-1 (NLCA 2012). The 


second is a separate pool of N=462 patients with non-squamous stage IIIB/IV NSCLC and PS 2 (Personal communication, 


Dr M. Peake. 2011 cohort. March 2013). 
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Appendix 2.  Detailed cost-effectiveness response  


As stated in the ACD document the ERG has noted that the core of the model appeared to be largely 


sound. However, the ERG had raised a number of concerns around the plausibility of some of the 


assumptions and inputs used in the economic model and also the Lilly approach to the modelling of 


progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). Here below we list all the key points raised 


as classified within the ACD:  


1. Key changes to the basecase assumptions of the model: 


a. Increased frequency of monitoring (Section 4.10) 


b. Half-cycle correction for pemetrexed costs (Section 4.11) 


c. Cost of post-progression chemotherapy (Section 4.12) 


 
2. Additional 6 minor alterations (Section 4.13)  


a. Cost assumptions 


i. Method for estimating pemetrexed costs using UK BSA data 


ii. Method for estimating docetaxel costs using UK BSA data 


iii. Concomitant medication costs (vitamin supplementation and dexamethasone) 


iv. Terminal care costs using a more up to date estimate from a recent report of 


first-line chemotherapy for NSCLC 


v. Inclusion of blood product cost 


 
b. Methodological assumption: unadjusted vs adjusted utility model 


 


3. Methodological/Structural assumptions in the model 


a. The use of unadjusted versus adjusted OS and PFS models (Section 4.14) 


b. The cut off point at which a % of patients are at risk of death (Section 4.15) 


c. Approach to survival modelling: choice of parametric distribution and post-


progression survival (PPS) gain (Section 4.16) 


 


As stated in the cover letter we have incorporated many of the ERG suggestions to the model inputs. 


Please refer to the Table 1 below for an overview of the changes that have been incorporated. As can 


be seen from the above table when all those the changes that we considered plausible are 


incorporated the new basecase ICER is £58,918. 


Of the remaining 6 alterations in the exploratory analysis of the ERG we have accepted all the 


changes suggested to the costs assumptions with the exception of the cost of vitamins and 


dexamethasone. Lilly believes that those should not be included as part of the basecase to maintain 


consistency with previous appraisals on pemetrexed (TA181 and TA190) where those were 


considered as part of the NHS Reference Cost for delivering chemotherapy. In addition, during 2012, 


Lilly introduced a free ‘supplementation pack’ service to hospitals in the UK (including vitamins, 


dexamethasone and patient information leaflets). The packs can be ordered by any hospital ordering 


pemetrexed at no additional charge. For both these reasons we do not agree they should be included 


in the revised basecase. 


Of the methodological/structural ERG suggestions, we have also incorporated the amendment of the 


cut-off point at which a certain percentage of patients in both arms are assumed to be dead (25% 


versus 20% in the original basecase).  
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We have not, however, incorporated the remaining methodological changes in the basecase model as 


we do not agree that the methodology suggested provides a best approach in the economic 


evaluation. In order of their magnitude of effect upon the basecase, these are:  
 


1) approach to survival modelling  
2) Use of adjusted versus unadjusted for OS and PFS and  
3) Use of adjusted versus unadjusted utilities  
 


We explain our rationale for this below. In order to explain our rationale in a way that the Committee 


can understand the technical differences in the approach, a significant amount of detail is provided 


below.  
 
Table 1  Model changes and results (based on the Lilly submitted model) 


Index Original basecase analysis £47,576  


  
Assumption 


incorporated 


Revised 


basecase 
Change in ICER 


 Key changes to the model (ACD sections 4.10-4.12) 


1.a Increased frequency of monitoring  £49,126 £1,550 


1.b Half-cycle correction  £50,552 £2,976 


1.c Cost of post-progression chemotherapy  £51,332 £3,756 


 
Cumulative impact for accepted changes 


in Section 1 
 £55,948 £8,372 


 Additional 6 minor alterations (ACD section 4.13) 


2.a.i Method for estimating pemetrexed costs   £48,854 £1,278 


2.a.ii Method for estimating docetaxel costs   £47,707 £131 


2.a.iii Concomitant medication costs   Not incorporated £96 


2.a.iv Terminal care costs   £47,518 £-58 


2.a.v Inclusion of blood product cost  £47,576 No change to ICER 


2.b Unadjusted vs adjusted utility model  Not incorporated £1,659 


 Cumulative impact for accepted changes in  Sections 1 and 2 £57,251 £9,675 


 Methodological/Structural assumptions in the model (ACD sections 4.14-4.16) 


3.a 
Use of adjusted vs unadjusted parameters 


for OS and PFS 
 Not incorporated £1,991 


3.b* 
25% survival cut-point vs 20% at risk of 


death point (as per original submission) 
 £48,953 £1,377 


3.c Approach to survival modelling    Not incorporated £13,936 


 Cumulative impact for accepted changes, Sections 1, 2 and 3 £58,918 £11,342 


 
*3.b uses 25% survival threshold to incorporate ERG’s suggestion of equal survival by arm to avoid bias. A 25% cut-point 
means 42 patients (23%) in the placebo arm would remain at risk and 44 patients (12%) in the pemetrexed arm would remain 
at risk.  
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3.c. Approach to survival modelling—choice of parametric distribution and post-progression 
survival gain 


 
As stated in the economic section of our covering letter, the uncertainty regarding the assumption of 


OS treatment effect in the extrapolation period is predominantly a question of clinical plausibility. Here 


we focus on the modelling choices which have to be made in regards to the most appropriate 


parametric distribution and the assumption for post-trial treatment effect that impact PPS benefit. 
 
 


Choice of parametric distribution 


 


The ERG suggests that in our original submission we have overestimated the OS treatment effect of 


pemetrexed by using: 


 
a)  a misspecification of the survival function (i.e. gamma versus exponential) and 


b)  a single parametric function to generate OS estimates for both arms simultaneously.  


 


On the basis of our rationale below on both counts we believe that, by all conventional assessment 


the gamma distribution offers the best fit of the observed data compared to the exponential model and 


provides a clinically plausible long-term survival estimate. Hence, we stand by our original approach 


and have not incorporated the suggested changes on the model.  
 


a) With regards to the misspecification of the survival function we believe the original choice of 


gamma is appropriate for the following reasons: 


 It better reflects the observed data in the PARAMOUNT Clinical trial. Evidence to support 


this argument is explained below by showing the smoothed hazard plots. 


 Standard statistical ways of assessing the goodness of fit also support the choice of 


gamma over exponential.  


 Residual plots provided by the ERG (Figures 8 and 9, ERG Report, p59, Jan 2013) show 


that the gamma distribution is a better fit over the whole trial duration and in particular 


towards the end of the trial where the extrapolation begins. 


 


Smooth hazard OS estimates 


 


The parametric model used in the original submission took into account the underlying properties of 


the hazard rates in each treatment group, i.e. the instantaneous risk of death at different time points 


as recommended within the literature (Latimer, 2011).  An exponential function, as recommended 


by the ERG is depicted by the two horizontal lines in the Figure below and assumes that the 


hazard rate is constant over time. The plot of the smoothed hazard rates for PARAMOUNT OS data 


(Figure 1) shows that in both treatment groups the hazard rate initially increases and then decreases 


over time i.e. it’s not constant. An exponential model therefore fails to capture the initial increase and 


subsequent decrease in the baseline hazard evident in PARAMOUNT data and instead estimates a 


crude average hazard rate over the entire time period. This appears to be a less accurate or “good fit” 


to the observed survival data.  
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Figure 1  Exponential model predicted hazard versus smoothed hazard OS estimates by 


treatment group over time 


 


 
 


 


The original model used the gamma model which is an Accelerated failure time (AFT) model, which 


predicts the underlying hazard to initially increase and then decrease, and therefore better reflects 


PARAMOUNT OS data compared to PH models such as exponential, see Figure 2. AFT models are 


able to model an underlying non-monotonic hazard, i.e. one which initially increases and then 


decreases, as is often seen in oncology trials. This appears a better fit to the observed PARAMOUNT 


OS data.  
 
 
Figure 2  Gamma model predicted hazard versus smoothed hazard OS estimates by 


treatment group over time 
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Standard statistical analyses to test for goodness of fit 


 


Other statistical analyses, presented in Lilly’s original submission, indicate that the gamma distribution 


also offers a better fit of the data compared to the exponential distribution. The gamma model offers: 


 


 lower AIC and BIC statistics; a lower value indicates a better model fit, (see Table 9 in 


Appendix 1.18) 


 a better visual fit of the observed data as shown in plots of predicted survival curves against 


PARAMOUNT KM data (see Figures 12 and 17 in Appendix 1.18) 


 a better fit based on Cox-Snell residuals, which compare the fit of each parametric model 


against a 45 degree line; estimates which lie closer to the line provide a better fit of the data 


(see Figures 11 in Appendix 1.18). 


 


b) With regards to the use of a single parametric function to generate OS estimates for both 


arms simultaneously, the ERG has suggested that the approach used in the original 


submission was not appropriate because it may have introduced bias into the overall survival 


trendlines.  It was postulated that using long-term OS exponential trends fitted independently 


to each treatment arm was a better approach.  


 


The ERG suggestion is based upon a belief that trends observed in the latter part of the trial are 


suggestive of a constant hazard assumption.  However, this suggestion is based upon estimates from 


a limited number of patients and events, data which are likely to be unreliable and introduce 


uncertainty. 
 


Whilst we agree that it is necessary to establish appropriate survival projection, we believe 


that this projection should not be focused upon data which are likely to be subject to the 


greatest level of uncertainty at the end of the trial and that a projection using all of the 


observed data from the clinical trial (as per the original submission), is likely to be more 


reliable.  


 


We have conducted additional statistical tests, which reinforce that the original choice of a gamma 


model which used a single parametric function for both arms in the model is appropriate for the 


following reasons: 
 


a) It does not appear that the PH assumption is violated and as such it is not necessary to 


develop separate parametric models for each treatment arm.  


b) A quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot supports the use of a single AFT model to parameterise the 


PARAMOUNT OS data using the same approach for both arms 


 


A PH model makes the assumption that the treatment effect is constant (proportional) to the baseline 


hazard. There are a number of tests that can be used to assess whether the PH assumption is upheld 


and we have provided results below on all these tests. These include: 


 


 a test of the PH assumption (correlation between the Schoenfeld residuals and the rank order 


of failure events suggests PH violation) and inclusion of a time varying covariable in the 


regression model (evidence of a significant change in the hazard ratio over time suggests PH 


violation). (Table 2) 


 a review of the hazard rates over time in each treatment group; (Figure 3) 


 log-log plots, which map –log(survival) curves for each treatment against ln(time), (the PH 


assumption is assumed to be upheld if the curves are parallel);  (Figure 4) 


 a plot of the Schoenfeld residuals against time; ; (Figure 5) 
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The results of these statistical tests indicate that the PH assumption is not violated (p=0.74, Table 2 


below) and the hazard ratio does not appear to vary over time (see figure 3).  
 


Table 2  Test of PH violation 


Test of PH assumption rho chi2 df prob>chi2 


Treatment 0.01619 0.1 1 0.7474 


Global test 


 


0.1 1 0.7474 


 


 


Figure 3 Hazard ratio over time (estimated using a Cox model with a time varying 


covariable) 


 


Figure 4 Log-log plots [–Ln(survival) Ln(time days)]by treatment 
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Figure 5 Plot of the Schoenfeld residuals by treatment group 


 


It should be noted that the gamma model does not assume that the treatment effect is constant, i.e. 


proportional, to the baseline hazard. The gamma model, in fact, assumes that the treatment effect is 


multiplicative with respect to the underlying survival time and this functional form, together with the 


smoothed hazard plots, appears to appropriately characterise the relationship between the treatment 


arms in PARAMOUNT.  


 


The best way to evaluate whether or not a treatment has a multiplicative effect on survival time (i.e. 


whether the AFT assumption is valid) is through quantile-quantile plots (Q-Q plots). In this instance Q-


Q plots compare quantiles of the survival time for pemetrexed patients against quantiles of survival 


time for placebo patients. When the treatment effect is consistent across time points on this plot 


should be on an approximately straight 45 degree line (Patel 2006). Q-Q plots by treatment suggest 


that the AFT assumption is supported for PARAMOUNT data, see Figure 6. 
 


Figure 6 Q-Q plots by treatment groups 
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Overall we believe that developing separate parametric models for each treatment group is not 


necessary and using a single-parameterised approach with an AFT model offers an appropriate 


solution. Furthermore, our supplementary statistical tests indicate that the AFT parameterisation is 


supported by PARAMOUNT overall survival data. 
 


 


Post-progression survival 


 


With regards to the post-progression survival, the ERG questioned the overall survival projection 


estimates for pemetrexed after disease progression and argued that no additional OS benefit should 


be accrued in the post-progression period. The ERG argued that the post-progression survival data 


from PARAMOUNT showed that the prognosis for patients in the post progression phase of both arms 


is the same (Figure 6, ERG report p57, Jan 2013). The ERG also argues that one of the main reasons 


for this bias in the OS benefit projection lies in the use that the gamma distribution. The ERG then 


argues that a revised exponential model would be a closer fit to the Kaplan Meier data.  


 


From a pure modelling perspective, it is important to note that the model does not directly estimate 


post-progression survival, nor is post-progression survival (PPS) data used as a direct input into the 


model. Rather, PFS and OS estimates are based upon observed PFS and OS KM data for the within-


trial period and extrapolated estimates in the post-trial period.  


 


As stated in the cover letter of this response, the OS treatment effect in the model is based upon the 


within-trial period, taking account of both the pre-progression and post-progression periods. 


Uncertainty arises in relation to the treatment effect only in the extrapolation period and we therefore 


have to make an assumption in the model to this effect. By definition, no one knows with certainty 


what happens to the treatment effect after the trial ends. This is a question of clinical plausibility. 


 


During the development of the model, (and supported during the Committee meeting), clinical experts 


suggested that it was biologically plausible that pemetrexed could alter the tumour such that treatment 


benefit continues post-progression. Therefore this benefit was included within the model.  Whilst we 


do not have data specifically for pemetrexed, or for lung cancer, there is an emerging body of 


evidence that supports a hypothesis of biological plausibility for a continuing treatment effect post-trial 


for other cancers. It has been shown in advanced prostate and renal cell cancers (Stein et al 2009; 


Stein et al 2011) that part of the treatment effect is due to a change in growth rate of the residual 


tumour after treatment is stopped, i.e. the tumour has been fundamentally altered during treatment so 


that the tumour grows more slowly and survival is prolonged after the treatment is discontinued.    


The scenario proposed by the ERG that patients in the pemetrexed arm would, after disease 


progression, instantaneously get any treatment effect removed (i.e. treatment effect for pemetrexed 


patients in the extrapolation phase will be set equal to that of placebo) seems an extreme case and 


an unlikely clinical scenario given the biological plausibility of a continuing effect. It is therefore a 


conservative assumption representing the maximum ICER rather than the expected ICER.  


 


We therefore believe that continued OS treatment effect in the extrapolation period is plausible and 


that modelling no beneficial effect is over conservative and likely to be inaccurate.  


 


 
3.a The use of case-mix adjusted OS and PFS models 


 


Lilly’s original submission made full use of the Kaplan Meier data during the within trial period and 


then used an unadjusted model (which adjusts for treatment group only) to extrapolate the KM data 


beyond the trial duration. The ERG criticised the use of the unadjusted model and suggested that an 


adjusted model (which also adjusts for patients baseline characteristics) should be used to 


extrapolate PFS and OS because: 
 


 The non-zero coefficient for some of the covariates in the adjusted regression model imply 


that some degree of bias is present in the estimated function (ERG report p54) 
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 The adjusted PFS and OS models are superior to the unadjusted models, explaining 


significantly more of the inter-patient variation and at least partially correcting for this 


modelling bias (ERG report p54) 


On the basis of the above, the ERG then presented an alternative scenario analysis consisting of 


using the observed Kaplan Meier estimates from the PARAMOUNT trial up until the ERG’s selected 


cut off point (i.e. 20% threshold common survival rate between both arms) at which the majority of the 


patients in the trial would already be dead by and subsequently appending an adjusted model to it to 


the end of the time horizon. This means that the extrapolated survival benefit used by the ERG uses a 


combination of both unadjusted model up to a certain point followed by an adjusted one for the 


remaining events.  


 


An adjusted model may be preferred to an unadjusted model for consideration of subgroups in 


a cost-effectiveness analysis. However, no subgroups were identified during this appraisal 


and there was no clinical expectation that the treatment effect for pemetrexed would alter 


according to possible subgroup populations. 


 


The ERG also states that the covariates used in the adjusted model exhibited statistically significant 


values indicating statistically superior model fit compared to the unadjusted. The non-zero coefficients 


in the overall survival model indicate that these variables are indeed strongly associated with survival 


outcomes (e.g. those with stage IIIb disease are likely to have better OS outcomes than those with 


stage IV disease); however, it is important to note that they do not indicate that these characteristics 


are imbalanced between treatment arms, which could suggest bias in the estimate of the treatment 


effect and therefore cannot be argued that we have overestimated the treatment effect for 


pemetrexed over placebo.  


 


Indeed, there is no evidence to suggest the adjusted model offers more precision over the 


unadjusted model to the overall survival data of the treatment effect in PARAMOUNT (overall 


survival time ratio: adjusted model 1.21 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.02-1.44, unadjusted 


model 1.22 95% CI: 1.02-1.46) for the gamma distribution see Tables 3 and Table 4). This effect 


is indeed present not only for gamma but also for all the alternative parametric distributions tested in 


the original submission suggesting that both the unadjusted and adjusted models provide very similar 


if not equal estimated OS results and that this is consistent for all the parametric distributions.  


 


We do not believe that appending an adjusted analysis to KM data is appropriate. Applying the 


adjusted risk equation requires assumptions regarding the proportion of patients with each 


characteristic (covariate) represented in the regression model. The ERG approach, using the adjusted 


analysis to extrapolate the unadjusted KM data, assumes that at the cut off point (20% of survival 


threshold), where the adjusted extrapolation begins, and the average patient characteristics remain 


the same as that at baseline. However, we know that, at the point of extrapolation, the proportion of 


patients with each characteristic will be different from baseline (e.g. the most severe patients (or the 


patients at highest risk of death) will already have died, resulting in a change to the average covariate 


values at this point of the KM data or indeed the level of significance).  


 


We believe, therefore, that the use of the unadjusted model does not introduce any treatment effect 


bias and is therefore an appropriate approach to extrapolate our data beyond the trial duration. It is 


also worth noting that since the data at the end of the trial was very mature with only a small 


proportion of patients at risk of progression or death, the use of the full observed Kaplan Meier data 


and the unadjusted model better reflect the trial data.  
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Table 3  Overall Survival: estimates of the relative treatment effect pemetrexed plus 
BSC vs BSC alone unadjusted analysis 


Distribution HR/TR p-value 95% LCI 95% UCI 


Exponential 0.79 0.03 0.65 0.97 


Weibull 0.77 0.01 0.62 0.94 


Gompertz 0.78 0.02 0.63 0.95 


Log-logistic 1.23 0.03 1.03 1.47 


Lognormal 1.21 0.05 1.00 1.46 


Gamma 1.22 0.03 1.02 1.46 


 
Footnotes: TR – time ratio, HR – hazard ratio 
 LCI – lower bound confidence interval, UCI – upper bound confidence interval 
NOTE: A unit change (PARAMOUNT+BSC vs. BSC) results in a decrease Hazard Ratio for the PH distributions indicating an 
increase in expected survival. A corresponding unit change in the non-PH distributions directly increases survival by this factor 
change (Ref STATA manual)  


Table 4 Overall survival estimates of the relative treatment effect pemetrexed plus BSC 
vs BSC alone adjusted analysis 


Distribution HR/TR p-value 95% LCI 95% UCI 


Exponential 0.80 0.04 0.65 0.98 


Weibull 0.77 0.01 0.62 0.95 


Gompertz 0.78 0.02 0.63 0.96 


Log-logistic 1.21 0.03 1.01 1.44 


Lognormal 1.20 0.04 1.01 1.44 


Gamma 1.21 0.03 1.02 1.44 


Footnotes: TR – time ratio, HR – hazard ratio 
LCI – lower bound confidence interval, UCI – upper bound confidence interval 
NOTE: A unit change (PARAMOUNT+BSC vs. BSC) results in a decrease Hazard Ratio for the PH distributions indicating an 
increase in expected survival. A corresponding unit change in the non-PH distributions directly increases survival by this factor 
change. A corresponding unit change in the non-PH distributions directly increases survival by this factor change (Ref STATA 
manual)  


2.b. Methodological assumptions: use of a case-mix adjusted utility model  


The Committee and ERG’s main concern with the use of utility values in the model refer to the fact 


that Lilly’s basecase used an unadjusted utility value which was directly derived from the 


PARAMOUNT clinical trial rather than the preferred ERG option to use the adjusted utility regression 


model which would account for differences in patients’ baseline characteristics.  


 


The ERG has suggested that the adjusted utility model is probably more reliable than the unadjusted 


utility model. Although the two models provide different QALY values, the difference does not stem 


from the differences in patients’ baseline characteristics. The reason for the different values comes as 


a result of the inclusion in the adjusted model of a “cycle” variable, that is to say a structural time 


variable. This variable was included to account for changes in utility values as the patient was moving 


through the cycles in the model. The introduction of this variable created some problems with the 


parameterisation of the adjusted model. Different parameterisation options were tested and only the 


quadratic function was statistically significant, however, this gave counterintuitive results from a 


clinical perspective as the adjusted model would provide higher utility estimates in the post-


progression period than in the pre-progression one. Only when the cycle variable was incorporated as 


a linear function (which was statistically non significant) get obtained clinically plausible results. Due 


to these issues with parameterisation the variable “cycle” was not included in the basecase analysis.  
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Table 5 below shows that the unadjusted model provides a more conservative estimate than the 


adjusted model when the cycle variable is removed. 


 


Table 5 Unadjusted versus adjusted Utility model (including and excluding “cycle” 


structural time variable) 


 Unadjusted Model 


(Revised Basecase) 


Adjusted model 


excluding cycle variable 


Adjusted model including 


cycle variable 


QALY 0.2480 0.2493 0.2392 


ICER £58,918 £58,608 £61,094 


Adjusted model accounts for differences in: ECOG performance stage, historical illness, RECIST response, etc.) 
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Factual inaccuracies in Pemetrexed ACD 


 


Sr. 
No 


ACD paragraph/ page Factual Inaccuracy Correction 


1. Page 4, paragraph 2.4 Average total treatment 
cost of £11,640. 


At a per cycle cost of £1440 x 
mean of 7.86 cycles, this should 
be £11,318. 


2. Page 5, paragraph 3.2 Proportion of PS 1 patients 
=68% 


 
This should be 67% as per 
baseline demographics from 
PARAMOUNT (Table 10, page 64 
in the Lilly submission). 


3. Page 7, paragraph 3.7 PDT rates: Pemetrexed 
58%, placebo 64%.   


These are from an earlier 
datalock. The correct values 
(from the final March 2012 
datalock) are as follows: 
Pemetrexed: 64.3% 
Placebo: 71.7% 
 


 


 








 
Name Dr Riyaz Shah 


Role NHS Professional 


Location England 


Conflict yes 


Notes I was nominated and acted as a clinical advisor on the appraisal 
committee meeting for this subject. 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


I do not feel that the provisional recommendations are sound or 
a suitable basis for guidance to the NHS. 
 
My main concern regards the conclusion that this indication 
could not be considered under the supplementary advice to the 
Committee on end of life treatments (4.26). The Committee 
calculated this population to be in excess of 8000, however my 
calculations suggest that this is a gross overestimate. 
 
 I agree that the National Lung Cancer Audit 2012 (NLCA2012) 
provides the most robust database upon which to base 
population calculations. While not all lung patients are captured 
by this database, it does capture all patients discussed at 
MDM?s and therefore provides the most accurate estimation of 
the ?real? and ?treatable? population. 
 
My rationale is detailed in section 4. 


Section 3 
(The manufacturer’s 
submission) 


In para 4.23 there is significant consideration of the switch 
maintenance strategy. I feel that this is misleading. Assuming 
that a patient has Stage IIIb/IV non-squamous non small cell 
lung cancer and a PS of 0-1, the correct treatment would be 
cisplatin and pemetrexed. This is NICE approved. There may 
be some patients, in whom pemetrexed is contraindicated 
however, in my clinical experience that is a very rare 
phenomenon. It is important that the committee appreciate that 
switch and continuation maintenance are not applicable to 
separate subgroups of patients. These treatment strategies 
relate to potential pathways for the same subgroup of patients. 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


NICE estimate 6698 patients with NSCLC stage IIIB or IV and a 
PS of 0-1. 68% are nonsquamous giving a population of 4555. 
NLCA2012 shows about 55% of these patients are treated with 
chemo, giving a population of 2500 who are actually eligible for 
cisplatin + PEM first line and 1500 may go on to maintenance 
PEM. 
 
The population eligible for first line + maintenance is 2500 + 
1500 = 4000. Does the manufacturer have sales data that 
would help estimate the 1st line population size? 
 
Adding the group of patients eligible for second line PEM is 
misleading. The second line license is old and predates that 
data showing its benefit in the non-squamous subgroup. The 
trial (Hanna et al. J Clin Oncol 2004) is based on patients 
recruited between 2001 and 2002. This a historical trial. There 
is no evidence supporting the role of PEM second line in 
patients pretreated with first line PEM let alone those receiving 







maintenance PEM. Second line PEM is not cost effective, not 
NICE approved and has no defined commissioned pathway. 
 
My calculations suggest the total population size eligible for 
PEM is no more that 5600 (2500 first line + 1500 maintenance 
+ 1600 meso). Or 7100 if including second PEM. 


Section 5 
( Implementation) 


I feel that adequate importance was not given to the clinical 
experts opinions that maintenance chemotherapy is a highly 
effective strategy for a small subgroup of patients. The 
experience from the cancer drugs fund would indicate that only 
a small number of patients are being offered this treatment 
within regions where no financial barrier exists (i.e. the cancer 
drugs fund in that area have a blanket policy to approve all 
requests for maintenance chemotherapy). This suggests that 
even with no barrier to access, oncologists are being highly 
selective and offering this to the select subgroup of patients 
identified within the PARAMOUNT trial. 


Section 7 
( Related NICE guidance) 


Pemerexed is coming close to the end of its patent. I don't know 
the exact dates however, the price of this drug is likely to drop 
substantially after that point. This will fundamentally alter all of 
the cost effectiveness calculations. 
 
It would be helpful if NICE could review their guidance on this 
drug in a timely manner after that point. 


Date 26/03/2013 11:15 


 


 


 








Response to Pemetrexed Maintenance ACD (ID 1489) 
Prepared by Dr Yvonne J Summers 
On behalf of NCRI Lung CSG and the Royal College of Physicians 
 
 
 
Dear Rebecca, 
I was very disappointed to read the contents of the ACD regarding Pemetrexed 
maintenance in NSCLC and would ask that the following points be drawn to the 
attention of the committee when it reconvenes on Wednesday 27th March 2013: 
 


1. There has been much discussion about the various models used by the 
manufacturer and the ERG and extensive debate over the survival benefit gained 
in the pemetrexed arm in the post progression period. In section 4.16, page 23, 
line 1, the document states, “The Committee heard from the clinical specialists 
that a continued benefit of pemetrexed over best supportive care after disease 


progression would not be expected”. Whilst we could not explain why there 
was an improvement in outcome for patients on the pemetrexed arm of the trial 
in the post progression period, the patient derived data from the PARAMOUNT 
study shows a greater improvement in overall survival compared to progression 
free survival (2.9 versus 1.3 months respectively). Whether or not this finding is 
expected these are the results that were observed and cannot be discounted. 


2. With regard to end of life supplementary advice and in particular reference to 
the small patient population calculations (section 4.20) I would make the 
following comments: 


a) Maintenance. There was a lengthy discussion at the committee meeting 
about why there has been virtually no uptake of pemetrexed maintenance 
following non-pemetrexed doublet 1st line chemotherapy since NICE 
approved its use in June 2010 (TA190). It was discussed that patients 
with non-squamous NSCLC who were PS 0-1 and fit for pemetrexed and 
cisplatin 1st line are receiving this treatment preferentially, thus making 
them ineligible for pemetrexed maintenance under current guidelines. 
The fact that so few patients have received pemetrexed maintenance 
since June 2010 gives us almost 3 years of data which confirms that 
patients who are not fit for cisplatin and pemetrexed 1st line therapy, but 
receive another 1st line treatment, are extremely unlikely to be fit for 
maintenance therapy for the same reasons that excluded them from 
pemetrexed treatment in the first place (i.e. poor PS, co-morbidities, etc.). 
There is no evidence in the literature that any significant proportion of PS 
2 NSCLC patients become PS 0-1 after chemotherapy. It is therefore 
unreasonable to assume as is stated (section 4.23, page 27) “As there was 
a similar number of such patients receiving first-line chemotherapy 
which did not contain pemetrexed, there was likely to be a similar 


number of patients eligible for ‘switch maintenance’ therapy”. I would 
strongly dispute this point and would suggest that the original estimate of 
535 patients is closer to a correct estimate of potential patient numbers. 







b) 2nd Line treatment. Making calculations from the LUCADA database is 
welcomed, as this is the most accurate reflection of UK practice, however 
in making an estimate of numbers of patients potentially suitable for 
second line pemetrexed treatment, there is no reference to this valuable 
resource having been used by the committee (section 4.24, page 28). 
Instead there is a rough calculation which suggests that if a third of PS 2 
patients get 1st line treatment, then this number is approximately 1500 
and then ALL of these 1500 patients are then suitable for 2nd line 
pemetrexed. This conflicts directly with the LUCADA database for 2011 
which shows that there are 1762 PS 2 patients with stage IIIB/IV non-
squamous NSCLC and, of these, 462 had 1st line chemotherapy. In UK 
practice 25% of PS 0-1 patients receive 2nd line chemotherapy (and in PS 
2 patients this is probably closer to 5%). Even if 25% were taken as the 
proportion receiving 2nd line therapy, the number would be 115. At the 
committee meeting there was discussion that NICE has not approved the 
use of 2nd line pemetrexed for patients with NSCLC and so the actual 
numbers of patients receiving 2nd line treatment in the UK is close to zero. 


In summary, it would appear that the total number of patients potentially 
eligible for any pemetrexed treatment that the committee came to was 8761, 
but my adjustments would reduce this to 6811. I would hope that in view of 
the above information, the question of whether pemetrexed is considered to 
fulfill the end of life criteria would be revisited.  


Furthermore, I would like to take this opportunity to emphasise that pemetrexed 
maintenance treatment is of substantial benefit (3 months improvement in survival 
with maintained quality of life) to a selected small number of lung cancer patients for 
whom the outcome is so poor (median survival 9 months).  
 
I hope that these comments are helpful in reaching a final decision. 
 


Yours sincerely, 


Yvonne Summers 


MB ChB, PhD, FRCP 
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Comments on the ACD Received from the Public through the 
NICE Website 


 
 


Name xxxxx xxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Other role National Lung Cancer Forum for Nurses committee member 


Location Wales 


Conflict no 


Notes This response from the National Lung Cancer Forum for Nurses 
who represent 260 Lung Cancer Nurse Specialists throughout 
the UK. 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


see section 4 


Section 2 
(The technology) 


see section 4 


Section 3 
(The manufacturer’s 
submission) 


see section 4 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


4.23 From a working clinical perspective, the majority of 
patients who are diagnosed with  Non Squamous NSCLC 
generally receive Pemetrexed with Capsulation or Carboplatin. 
This group would therefore be eligible, if fit enough, for 
Pemetrexed  maintenance therapy.  Patients who receive any 
other chemotherapy agent other than Pemetrexed ie 
Gemcitabine, Paclitaxel (with Cisplatin or Carboplatin) would 
not, as far as our understanding goes, be eligible for 
Pemetrexed maintenance therapy. Therefore the analysis from 
the appraisal, which mentions switch maintenance, is not 
relevant. The NLCFN would therefore assume that the numbers 
of patients eligible are greatly reduced. For the End of Life 
Criteria this is very important to consider.  
4.24 Also relevant to the above comments, it could be 
recognised that those patients  eligible for second line 
Pemetrexed have been overestimated.  You have stated that 
patients who did not receive Pemetrexed as induction or 
maintenance of would be potentially eligible for second line 
chemotherapy following disease progression. However, the 
number of patients (1500) that you have quoted who might be 
eligible for second line therapy (one third of PS 2) appears high 
from our perspective. In addition we think that the point raised 
in 4.23 needs clarification as if patients have had Pemetrexed 
therapy first line then they would not be eligible second line. 
This again significantly impacts total patient numbers and 
hence eligibility of End of Life Criteria. 
Cost Effectiveness  
4.10 Whilst we recognise that you have focused on only one 
mode of surveillance with CT follow up based on the 
Paramount study we are sure that there will be clinical variation 
(based on clinician preference) to detect recurrence.  Chest x-
rays can be utilised as routine in follow up with CT requested if 
there are concerns from CXR or patient reported symptoms. 
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 Patients on maintenance treatment could be followed up in 
Lung Cancer Nurse Specialist led clinics rather than the 
traditional medical led clinic. Lung Cancer Nurse Specialists are 
skilled practitioners who will know the patient well and are 
highly likely to detect early signs of recurrence through 
recognition of concerning symptoms. Patients have access to 
Lung Cancer Nurse Specialists for advice and access to be 
reviewed in clinic at any time in event of problems with disease 
progression often identified via this line of follow up. These 
modes of follow up have been identified as effective in terms of 
detecting recurrence and acceptable to patients. Internal audits 
of practice within Lung Cancer Units have demonstrated this. 
This again will reduce the cost of providing Pemetrexed as 
maintenance therapy. 
We would also like to highlight the importance of the quality of 
life for patients receiving maintenance Pemetrexed therapy. 
From our perspective maintenance therapy will potentially delay 
the onset of distressing symptoms, reduce hospital visits, a 
reduction of inpatient stays and a reduction of prescriptive 
medications (and associated costs). This is hugely important 
from a nursing perspective and takes into account the 
associated impact on community services. 
Our final comment is with regards to the historical lack of 
treatment options for patients with lung cancer. The initial 
studies into lung cancer chemotherapy did not show major 
differences in survival but the clinical community has gradually 
increased its knowledge, understanding and clinical application 
in the delivery of chemotherapy and novel agents. We welcome 
new agents into the practice. Pemetrexed has proven to be an 
effective chemotherapy agent in the first line setting, well 
tolerated, with the potential to deliver good response rates. We 
would like to see this available as a maintenance therapy to 
offer as a therapeutic option for our patient population and hope 
that you take our comments into consideration. 


Date 02/04/2013 17:22 


 


Name xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Location England 


Conflict no 


Notes Speaker and advisory board fees 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


Several errors in the preliminary recommendations  reduce the 
cost effectiveness and have overestimated the patient numbers 
(excluding end of life consideration).Worryingly comments on 
age eg 3.14,4.6etc  reveal a  bias for doubting the applicability 
of the results to our patient population, there is no evidence that 
age is a prognostic nor predictive factor for NSCLC 
chemotherapy. The economic assessments eg 3.20 3.21, 4.15, 
based on the post hoc use of an adjusted model when there 
was no baseline patient imbalance and PFS secondary 
calculations eg 3.19 with the attendant observer variability, 
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rather than the definitive OS endpoint are a very questionable, 
unreliable approach. There is double counting  4.21 - 4.23, for 
the patient number likely to receive pemetrexed as switch 
maintenance would not be prescribed as first line pemetrexed 
platinum is given routinely in the UK. No pemetrexed is used 
2nd line 4.24 as it is not approved by NICE and counting these 
invisible patients is a specious argument which is clinically 
meaningless .Using currently available data the expected total 
patient population would be <8000 ~7000.The appraisal is likely 
to be positive for providing a more objective, clinically 
meaningful approach is taken 


Section 2 
(The technology) 


Pemetrexed is an important new cytotoxic which has benefitted 
advanced NSCLC patients in terms of clinically important 
increases in overall survival with no quality of life detriment due 
to a milder side effect profile. Extending the benefits of 
pemetrexed with continuous maintenance for people with 
advanced NSCLC would help reduce a serious unmet need 


Section 3 
(The manufacturer’s 
submission) 


3.14 These comments are irrelevant as patients would only be 
treated if PS0 1, age is not prognostic, predictive, and stage IV 
has increased in trials because of the new TNM classification. 
3.16 where is the evidence for ERG`s criticism based on the 8 
parameters   eg BSA .3.17 given there was no baseline 
imbalance insisting on an adjusted model equates to post hoc 
prejudicial fitting of data to an ERG preferred model 3.18 why 
use a common survival when the trial survival was so different, 
extrapolating at the end of the survival curves with ~30 patients 
overall introduces wider confidence limits and is more 
unreliable than using all the survival data from the start. The 
approach has no clinical value.3.19 A plausible explanation is 
selection of more slowly growing clones, the faster ones being 
more sensitive to CT. 3.21 scenario 4 the post hoc reasoning 
for an adjusted model just because it reduces an assumed post 
progression survival, which in turn is based on CT scan 
interpretation introduces many  unnecessary assumptions and 
questions the validity and clinical relevance of such an 
approach 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


4.6 
Only PS0/1 patients entered the trial and  
PS01 non trial patients would be expected to behave similarly  
4.8  
It should be noted that in Paramount EQ5D was used a generic 
questionnaire and not sensitive to lung cancer specific 
symptoms as in FACT L where there was an improvement in 
the switch maintenance trial. 
4.10 
Follow up appointments are the same, every 6-8 weeks as 
recommended in guidelines but is often much shorter due to the 
rapid progression <2 months with serious symptom logy with a 
wait and watch policy, these patient need similar if not more 
hospital interventions. The median number of five pemetrexed 
cycles argues at the most one extra CT scan will be at a six 
week interval. 
 
4.12 
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The trial data did show reduction in subsequent treatment in the 
pemetrexed arm particularly in the erlotinib 6% and docetaxel 
6% treatments.  Choosing t o disregard these data as non-
significant where no such restriction exists in the economic 
adjusted analysis is untenable  
4.13 
Disagree given the above. 
 
4.14 
There is no reason to use an adjusted model as no imbalance 
in the pre-treatment characteristics and age is not a prognostic 
independent significant factor   The ERG`s post hoc analysis 
tagged onto the end of the survival curves will of course be less 
robust than examining the whole of the survival curve. The post 
hoc fitting of the ERGs adjusted model is unscientific and 
clinically inappropriate. 
4.15 
The cut points of 20% is reasonable clinically, larger numbers 
are always preferable to smaller numbers   
4.20 
It must be noted that in the UK pemetrexed is not used the 
second line setting, NICE guidance and therefore does not 
contribute to the patients actually treated in this end of life 
criteria  
 
4.23 
Double counting, pemetrexed switch maintenance trial is no 
longer relevant, given the widespread UK use of 1st line 
pemetrexed  
Here market research data are used (although not used for the 
second line indication (below), zero in the UK.    Therefore, 535 
is a reasonable number. 
 
4.24 
Second line pemetrexed PS0-2 is not NHS funded, erlotinib 
which is funded would be used,  
4.27 End of life criteria would be fulfilled if corrections to the 
assumptions re numbers are made 


Date 25/03/2013 10:33 


 


Name xxxxx xxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Location England 


Conflict yes 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 3 
(The manufacturer’s 
submission) 


Re 3.7 it should be noted that no patients received 2nd line 
pemetrexed. 
Re 3.14 The non-squamous NSCLC group occur in a younger, 
female predominant, better performance status with fewer ever 
smokers. In my opinion the trial population is consistent with my 
patient population. 


Section 4 
( Consideration of the 


Re 4.23 It is an incorrect assumption to state that an equal 
number of patients will be eligible for switch maintenance. The 
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evidence) majority of patients will be continuous maintenance  
Re 4.24 This assumption is grossly flawed. Note my earlier 
comment re 3.7 
Re 4.25 This estimate is grossly flawed as a significant 
proportion of patients are PS 2 or worse and so unfit for 
chemotherapy. 
Re 4.26 based on my comments I request that the committee 
reconsider this point. 


Date 14/03/2013 00:24 


 


Name xxxx xxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Location England 


Conflict no 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


Unfortunate grammar in wording of 1.1. On first reading it would 
appear that the guidance is recommending pemetrexed for use 
in squamous cell tumours. I know you have to use licenced 
indication but not at the expense of clarity and reasonable 
English. My other comments fed back to NCRI CSG so not 
included here. 


Date 13/03/2013 15:30 


 


Name xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Role NHS Professional 


Other role Health Professional (Private) 


Location England 


Conflict yes 


Notes Contributor to PARAMOUNT Trial 


Comments on individual sections of the ACD: 


Section 1 
(Appraisal Committee's 
preliminary 
recommendations) 


1.1 Pemetrexed is not recommended for the maintenance 
treatment of locally advanced or metastatic non-small-cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) other than predominantly squamous cell 
histology in people whose disease has not progressed 
immediately following induction therapy with pemetrexed and 
cisplatin. 
The wording of this paragraph can be interpreted as implying 
that Pemetrexed maintenance is recommended for squamous 
cell histology in non-progressing cases.  This is clearly not the 
case and the wording should be amended to avoid confusion. 


Section 2 
(The technology) 


The demonstration of the specific activity of pemetrexed in 
nonsquamous cell histology NSCLC is, I believe, a significant 
advance in the management of this unfortunate group of 
patients. I say this as a medical oncologist who has published 
trials in this field over more than 20 years.  It is an agent that is 
tolerated much better than competitors and, remarkably, is 
associated with almost no cumulative toxicity. Thus these 
patients, who include the life-long non-smoking lung cancer 
cases, are enjoying longer survival with fewer sife-effects. 
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Section 4 
( Consideration of the 
evidence) 


There are, I believe errors in the calculation of population sizes 
for Pemetrexed in 4.24. Since the data for second line therapy, 
switch maintenance and continuation maintenance became 
available at different times over the last few years an 
assumption has been made in the ACD that all three settings 
might be appropriate for an individual patient. This is not the 
case.  Firstly, the patients likely to be offered continuation 
maintenance will not have been eligible for switch maintenance 
and vice versa, so in practice they will be the same 500 or so 
patients.  These days, with the increasing use of first line 
Pemetrexed+cisplatin in non-squamous NSCLC they will all be 
offered continuation maintenance if eligible and therefore will 
not ever be eligible for switch maintenance. 
 
Similarly, patients who have had 1st line pemetrexed will not be 
receiving 2nd line with the same drug whether or not they have 
had continuation maintenance.  So here again there has been 
double-counting.  I believe this should make a significant 
reduction to the total number of patients eligible for, and 
receiving the drug. 


Date 05/03/2013 20:10 
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1 INTRODUCTION 


On 29
th
 January 2013, the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) Appraisal 


Committee (AC) considered the use of pemetrexed as a maintenance treatment of locally advanced or 


metastatic non-squamous, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) for people whose disease has not 


progressed immediately following first-line induction chemotherapy with pemetrexed and cisplatin. 


As part of the appraisal process, the ERG carried out an independent critique of the manufacturer’s 


submission of evidence to NICE which was considered by the AC.  The ERG identified 12 issues 


where they considered the decision model prepared by the manufacturer required amendment.  The 


Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD) issued by NICE following the AC meeting commented on 


these points and used them to inform their provisional decision. 


In response to the ACD the manufacturer has responded in detail to the model amendments proposed 


by the ERG, accepting several but arguing against others. This addendum to the ERG report: 


1. describes attempts made by the ERG to validate the manufacturer’s implementation of the 


proposed model amendments which the manufacturer has  accepted  


2. provides a discussion of the outstanding issues on which the ERG and the manufacturer 


continue to differ 


3. presents the ERG’s updated cost-effectiveness results for the use of pemetrexed in 


continuation maintenance therapy, showing a revised base case analysis with additional 


results when ERG preferred approaches to the outstanding disputed issues are implemented. 


2 VALIDATING THE MANUFACTURER’S 
IMPLEMENTATION OF AGREED MODEL AMENDMENTS 


2.1 Method for estimating pemetrexed acquisition costs 


The ERG indicated that the cost of an average dose of pemetrexed should be estimated on the 


basis of the body surface area of individual patients rather than from a notional average 


patient.  This increases the mean cost per dose of pemetrexed from £1440.00 to £1481.37, 


and increases the manufacturer’s base case ICER from £47,576/QALY to £48,854/QALY.  


This amendment has been accurately implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision 


model.  


2.2 Correction of mid-cycle adjustment logic error 


The ERG noted that the manufacturer’s original decision model applied a mid-cycle 


adjustment (averaging patient numbers over each treatment cycle) to all treatment-related 


costs (drug acquisition and administration as well as periodic CT scans and out-patient 
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consultations). The ERG commented that this is inappropriate for pemetrexed treatment 


cycles which are always given on day 1 of the cycle, whereas scans and monitoring are 


carried out less frequently and may be more flexibly scheduled meaning that a mid-cycle 


adjustment may reasonably be applied. However, the manufacturer has removed the 


adjustment to scanning and out-patient costs as well as that to the treatment cost, leading to a 


small discrepancy between the ERG’s revised ICER (£50,524/QALY) and the manufacturer’s 


implementation (£50,552/QALY). 


2.3 Cost of post-progression chemotherapy 


The manufacturer’s original model employed a differential rate of second-line chemotherapy 


favouring pemetrexed patients, which is not supported by trial evidence.  Removing this 


difference increases the base case ICER from £47,576/QALY to £51,332/QALY. This 


amendment has been accurately implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision model.  


2.4 Method for estimating docetaxel acquisition costs 


The required alteration to the estimation of the mean cost per dose for pemetrexed applies 


also to docetaxel used in second-line chemotherapy.  This adjustment reduces the mean cost 


per dose of docetaxel from £1,023 to £800.06, and reduces the manufacturer’s base case 


ICER from £47,576/QALY to £47,707/QALY.  This amendment has been accurately 


implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision model. 


2.5 Cost of concomitant medications 


The manufacturer claims that concomitant medications required for pemetrexed have 


previously been considered part of the NHS reference cost for drug administration and should 


not therefore be included as a cost amendment, citing appraisals TA181
1
 and TA190


2
 as 


precedents.  This is incorrect: since the need for supplementation was identified as essential 


in the appraisal of pemetrexed for treatment of mesothelioma (TA135
3
 January 2008) the 


ERG has included the costs of co-medications as part of their re-estimation of chemotherapy 


costs in all subsequent pemetrexed technology appraisals.  This was implicit in the ERG 


report for TA181,
1
 but mentioned explicitly in the ERG report for TA190.


2
 


The manufacturer further states: 


“In addition, during 2012, Lilly introduced a free ‘supplementation pack’ service to hospitals in the 


UK (including vitamins, dexamethasone and patient information leaflets). The packs can be 


ordered by any hospital ordering pemetrexed at no additional charge. For both these reasons we 


do not agree they should be included in the revised basecase.” 
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This information has not been widely disseminated, and may not be in the public domain.  


The extent to which these packs are being ordered and used in UK treatment centres is 


unclear.  However, as the impact of this amendment on the ICER is relatively small the ERG 


is content to assume the amendment is not required provided the manufacturer can provide 


evidence of general take-up of this new provision in the UK. 


2.6 Increased frequency of monitoring 


The manufacturer’s decision model does not employ explicit schedules of the frequency of 


disease monitoring for the two arms of the model.  Instead, it includes parameters to govern 


the extra frequency of monitoring required by patients receiving pemetrexed maintenance 


therapy.  This covers both out-patient consultations and additional CT scans. 


The ERG lacked convincing evidence on which to base an estimate of the need for additional 


scans for pemetrexed maintenance patients and so made no adjustment to the manufacturer’s 


model for scanning.  However, the ERG applied an adjustment to the frequency of out-patient 


consultations using a schedule from a previous appraisal, although this could not be readily 


implemented through the parameters available within the manufacturer’s model, and had to 


be applied as a revision to the model output. 


In the manufacturer’s revised model, both the frequency of additional consultations and of 


additional CT scans have been increased to reflect the concerns expressed in the ACD.  These 


changes have been implemented through three model parameters: 


- increasing the frequency of additional consultant visits from once every 24 weeks (8 cycles) 


to once every 12 weeks (4 cycles)  


- increasing the frequency of additional CT scans from once every 24 weeks (8 cycles) to 


once every 12 weeks (4 cycles)  


- increasing the proportion of patients needing additional scans from 3% to 100%. 


If it is assumed that patients not receiving continuation maintenance pemetrexed will be 


assessed every 6 months, then these alterations to frequency parameters have the effect of 


increasing monitoring in those patients receiving additional cycles of pemetrexed to once 


every 2 months with CT scanning carried out on all patients.  This approach goes beyond the 


limited ERG amendment and appears to represent full compliance with the intentions of the 


committee expressed in the ACD.  It results in the base case ICER increasing from 
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£47,576/QALY to £49,126/QALY.  The ERG confirms that these changes have been 


accurately implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision model. 


2.7 Amended cost of terminal care 


The ERG noted that a recent review of first-line chemotherapy in patients with NSCLC 


estimated a greater mean cost of terminal care than that used by the manufacturer, leading to 


a small reduction in the incremental cost of pemetrexed maintenance therapy due to 


differential discounting. Employing the updated care cost decreases the manufacturer’s base 


case ICER from £47,576/QALY to £47,518/QALY. This amendment has been accurately 


implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision model. 


2.8 Inclusion of blood product costs 


The ERG noted that the manufacturer’s original model included the cost of administering 


blood transfusions but did not include the cost of the blood products themselves.  Adding in 


this additional cost does not affect the base case ICER at all (which relies on data from a 


different trial (JMEN) for resource costing), but is still required for sensitivity analysis using 


PARAMOUNT trial data as the source for estimating costs. This amendment has been 


accurately implemented in the manufacturer’s revised decision model. 


2.9 Combined effect of agreed amendments 


The model amendments on which there is agreement between the manufacturer and the ERG 


all affect aspects of the costing of patient care; none have an effect on patient outcomes.  A 


summary is shown in Table 1, indicating that taken together these changes raise the 


manufacturer’s submitted base case scenario ICER from £47,576/QALY to £57,133/QALY. 
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Table 1 Revised cost effects of each agreed model amendment relative to the manufacturer's original base case analysis 


 Placebo + BSC Pemetrexed + BSC Incremental 


Adjustment Therapy 


cost 


Other 


costs 


Survival 


(months)* 


QALYs Therapy 


cost 


Other 


costs 


Survival 


(months)* 


QALYs Survival 


(months)* 


Cost QALYs ICER 


(£/QALY) 


ICER 


change 


Original base case £0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,125 £12,939 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,153 0.2554 £47,576 - 


Pemetrexed drug cost £0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,451 £12,939 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,479 0.2554 £48,854 +£1,278 


Mid-cycle correction 
error 


£0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,878 £12,939 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,906 0.2554 £50,524 +£2,948 


2nd-line CTX use £0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,125 £13,899 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £13,112 0.2554 £51,332 +£3,756 


Docetaxel drug cost £0 £13,605 16.82 0.9188 £13,125 £12,666 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,186 0.2554 £47,707    +£131 


Monitoring costs £0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,521 £12,939 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,549 0.2554 £49,126 +£1,550 


Terminal care cost £0 £14,959 16.82 0.9188 £13,125 £13,972 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,138 0.2554 £47,518       -£58 


Cost of blood products £0 £13,912 16.82 0.9188 £13,125 £12,939 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £12,153 0.2554 £47,576          £0 


Updated base case £0 £14,652 16.82 0.9188 £14,619 £14,627 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £14,594 0.2554 £57,133 +£9,557 


* survival is undiscounted, all other figures are discounted 
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3 MODEL AMENDMENTS ON WHICH THE 
MANUFACTURER AND THE ERG DISAGREE 


3.1 Utility models 


In the manufacturer’s base-case analysis, the preferred method for estimating patient utility 


employs a regression analysis of trial EQ-5D patient utility data which features only three 


explanatory factors (type of maintenance treatment – pemetrexed or none, pre- or post-


progression health state, and time prior to death). However, an extended regression model 


was also provided in the decision model, alongside several other alternatives.  The extended 


regression features three additional baseline variables (ECOG status, response to induction 


therapy and historical illness) to adjust the utility estimates. No explanation was provided by 


the manufacturer in their submission for selecting the unadjusted version for their base case 


analysis and, in the absence of further information, the ERG made the reasonable assumption 


that since two of these new variables yielded statistically significant parameter estimates the 


adjusted version was likely to yield improved estimation. The manufacturer has provided 


further information indicating that the extended regression model resulted in counterintuitive 


results, and was therefore not considered reliable. The ERG accepts this as a justifiable basis 


for preferring the unadjusted utility model, but does not accept that the unadjusted regression 


model is suitable for estimating patient utility.   


The manufacturer’s submitted model includes seven different methods of estimating patient 


utility values.  Of these, three are of primary interest: 


A) Unadjusted mixed model based on PARAMOUNT EQ-5D index score IPD data (updated 


base case ICER = £57,133/QALY) 


B) Covariate-adjusted mixed model based on PARAMOUNT EQ-5D index score IPD data 


(updated base case ICER using this option = £59,125/QALY) 


C) Nafees
4
 (2008) mixed model analysis for NSCLC patients (base case ICER using this 


option = £68,891/QALY) 


The first of these is the manufacturer’s preferred (base case) option.  The manufacturer’s 


contention that the addition of covariates to the unadjusted utility model resulted in counter-


intuitive results and was deemed implausible has led the ERG to question whether the 


manufacturer’s approach to modelling utility from the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial patient-reported 


EQ-5D data is well-founded and robust, and whether the Nafees
4
 model (used in previous 
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appraisals and discarded by the manufacturer as an option for this appraisal) may be more 


reliable. 


3.1.1 Utility model formulation 


The option A model attempts to replicate the body of EQ-5D observed data (involving multiple 


responses per patient and spanning an extended period of time) from the PARAMOUNT trial using 


just three explanatory factors:  


• treatment arm (pemetrexed vs. placebo);  


• whether the patient’s disease has progressed or not; and  


• the time between the observation and the patient’s death.   


Individually, each factor is plausible in terms of known differences in patient experience.  However, 


the ERG has serious concerns as to whether their use together is meaningful and reliable. 


The main difficulty is that a single analysis is attempting to model both pre-progression and post-


progression health states simultaneously. The treatment arm variable distinguishes between patients in 


both health states but is only relevant to the pre-progression health state as pemetrexed is withdrawn 


at disease progression.  The time before death variable is predominantly focussed on the post-


progression phase since only a very small number of patients die prior to confirmed progression (only 


eight in the pemetrexed arm and four in the placebo arm).  The progression variable is therefore 


correlated with the treatment arm variable prior to progression and with the time to death variable 


after progression.  This means that these three factors are inevitably subject to substantial collinearity, 


so that it is not surprising that including additional variables leads to instability and uninterpretable 


results.  A clear pointer to collinearity is that in both the adjusted and unadjusted versions of the 


manufacturer’s mixed model the treatment factor does not achieve statistical significance (p = 0.137 


and p = 0.172 respectively) indicating that both the utility models are over-parameterised. 


In view of these important shortcomings it is clear that a more robust utility model design is necessary 


before the use of these EQ-5D data could be considered useful for decision analysis.  In particular, the 


ERG would recommend employing separate models to estimate the pre- and post-progression health 


states, introducing explicit adverse event variables or appropriate proxies (such as hospital 


admissions) to represent disutilities. 


3.1.2 Application of utility and cost estimates 


The ERG is also concerned about the way that the utility models are implemented in the 


manufacturer’s submitted decision model. The manufacturer’s utility options based on EQ-5D 


PARAMOUNT
5
 trial data (A & B above) do not make direct use of adverse event (AE) data collected 
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during this trial.  Instead, it is assumed that the detrimental effect of AEs is implicitly included in the 


results generated by the utility model.  The frequency of AEs in the trial is only used explicitly by the 


Nafees
4
 option (C), and the accompanying disutility factor calculated by that model is only used when 


the Nafees
4
 option is selected. 


In several previous NICE technology appraisals including TA227
6
(erlotinib), TA192


7
(gefitinib) and 


TA190(pemetrexed), the Nafees
4
 mixed methods model has been used, and provides some 


consistency between appraisals.  In view of the serious problems associated with options A and B, the 


ERG’s preferred approach to utility estimation is the Nafees
4
 method (option C) since it explicitly 


incorporates the disutility effects of key adverse events, whereas the manufacturer’s utility regression 


models used in their submitted economic model do not employ any adverse event factors. 


When the Nafees
4
 utility model option is employed in the manufacturer’s revised decision model 


(with a minor ERG logic correction), the updated base case ICER increases from £57,133/QALY to 


£68,891/QALY indicating that the manufacturer’s modelling of utility may be inconsistent with 


evidence used in previous NSCLC appraisals. 


3.2 Resource use data source 


A related issue concerns the cost of AEs.  The manufacturer’s decision model does not use AE data at 


all for costing purposes.  Hospitalisation rates from the PARAMOUNT trial are used to represent the 


general cost of continuing care, and it is assumed that these include the cost of treating AEs.  This 


means that there is no way to test the sensitivity of model results to uncertainty in the incidence of 


specific AEs, since neither the utility estimates nor the cost estimates are driven by AE model 


parameters.  


However, there is a wider issue.  In the manufacturer’s base case analysis, the source of most 


resource use data is not in fact the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial, but selected average costs taken 


from the earlier JMEN
8
 trial which assessed treatment effect in a different patient population 


(non-squamous patients not progressing after non-pemetrexed platinum doublet 


chemotherapy).  This suggests that neither of the available methods of estimating the cost of 


on-going patient care are appropriate for use in a decision model.  However, on balance the 


ERG is most concerned with importing resource data and costs from a different trial, and 


therefore would favour the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial data option.  If the updated base case is re-


calculated using PARAMOUNT
5
 resource use data the ICER increases from £57,133/QALY 


to £58,870/QALY. 
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3.3 Survival projection 


3.3.1 Adjusted vs unadjusted projection models 


The manufacturer did not accept the ERG comment that models adjusted for covariates are likely to 


provide a more reliable basis for extrapolation of progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival 


(OS).  Without access to the patient level data set from the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial and full diagnostics 


of the model-fitting analysis undertaken by the manufacturer, the ERG is unable to comment further 


on this issue.  In practical terms the difference to the estimated ICER from using the adjusted PFS 


model is very small (£33/QALY) and can be safely ignored in the context of the other issues being 


considered.  The use of the adjusted OS model is overridden by the ERG’s preferred approach to 


modelling OS, and therefore would only have any significance if the ERG exploratory OS modelling 


is not adopted.  On this basis the ERG is content not to pursue this matter any further. 


3.3.2 The manufacturer’s objections to the ERG’s projection modelling 
of overall survival 


The manufacturer takes issue with the ERG in relation to: 


1)  the ERG’s criticism that an inappropriate parametric (gamma) function has been fitted to the trial 


data; 


2)  the ERG’s opinion that jointly fitting a single parametric function to both trial arms is 


inappropriate; 


3)  that the ERG’s approach concentrates the curve-fitting analysis on the latter part of the survival 


plot where fewer patients remain at risk and to which greater uncertainty applies. 


Underlying these points is the essential difference between the manufacturer’s preferred approach and 


the ERG’s exploratory projections: the question of whether or not patients receiving pemetrexed 


maintenance treatment receive additional survival gains after their disease has progressed and 


pemetrexed treatment is discontinued.  The manufacturer makes no explicit claim in this regard but 


relies on extrapolation of overall survival trial results which implicitly generate a substantial extra 


survival gain in the post-progression phase in addition to the gains already apparent whilst receiving 


pemetrexed prior to progression. 


3.3.3 The ERG’s position 


The ERG’s approach is unashamedly data-driven, since the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial provides the only 


reliable randomized evidence source available at this time.  There are two ways to approach this 


question: 


- directly by considering a landmark survival analysis of PARAMOUNT
5
 patients surviving a disease 


progression event  
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- indirectly by comparing the trial evidence of overall survival in the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial when 


almost all surviving patients have already suffered disease progression; any indication of differential 


mortality rates from this point onward will confirm differential post-progression survival 


Figure 6 of the ERG report presents the results of a post-progression Kaplan-Meier survival analysis 


which strongly indicates that there are no grounds on which the PARAMOUNT
5
 trial data can be used 


to support any claim that additional survival gains accrue once treatment is discontinued. 


Figure 10 of the ERG report compares the cumulative mortality hazard for the two PARAMOUNT
5
 


trial arms and strongly indicates that the hazard trends after about 400 days are parallel, suggesting 


that from this point onwards (when most patients have suffered disease progression) surviving 


patients are subject to the same mortality risk.  Figure 10 also provides a clear indication that if the 


whole period of the trial is used when fitting a smooth parametric function to the OS data then it is not 


realistic to fit the same functional form to both arms of the trial since at least one arm shows clear 


evidence of a sharp change in trend which is not present in the other – this disqualifies both 


proportional hazards and accelerated failure time parametric models from consideration, including all 


the ‘standard parametric models’.   


Given this disjunction in hazard trends, it is only reasonable to limit curve-fitting to the segment of 


the survival plot where a long-term trend is clearly established.  Moreover, this segment of the 


available data is the only part which is relevant to the primary issue – what is most likely to happen to 


surviving patients beyond the end of the trial?  Of course, it is regrettable that diminishing numbers of 


patients at risk increase the uncertainty attached to any extrapolation, but this is true of any projection 


modelling.  The benefit of selecting the portion of evidence most clearly related to the projection of 


long-term trends is that it minimises the risk of bias driven by the larger bulk of early evidence which 


is of limited relevance to the consideration of prognosis for the minority of patients with extended 


survival. 


Regardless of speculative suggestions as to why pemetrexed could engender additional long-term 


benefit after discontinuation, the results of the randomised trial do not support the reality of such 


gains, but equally do not indicate that any of the survival gain achieved in the pre-progression phase is 


subsequently lost.  The ERG, therefore, believes that their interpretation of the trial evidence should 


not be considered either optimistic or pessimistic, but a measured, realistic assessment of empirical 


data. 


3.3.4 Implementation of the ERG approach 


In the ERG report it was pointed out that the manufacturer had misunderstood the method for 


avoiding bias which had been described in the ERG’s report for TA227.
6
  The ERG’s approach 
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involves selecting time points on the Kaplan-Meier plot at which the same proportion of patients in 


each arm are estimated to remain alive.  The most appropriate choice of the surviving proportion is a 


matter of judgement and involves balancing the benefits of minimising quantity of the patient 


experience exposed to the uncertainty of extrapolation with selecting a starting point which is 


unrepresentative and thereby introduces an additional source of bias. 


To illustrate the potential effect of applying this approach, the ERG exemplified three scenarios in 


Table 41 of the ERG report showing the effects using 15%, 20% and 25% extrapolation starting 


points and recommending 20% as a reasonable scenario to use in this case. 


The manufacturer has accepted the principle of this approach to extrapolation, but chose to use the 


25% starting point which gives the smallest increase in the estimated ICER. 


The results included in the ERG report for the ERG’s preferred OS projection model did not in fact 


apply this method, but extrapolated from the point at which the long-term trend was considered to 


have been established.   


Subsequent to the first AC the ERG has been able to implement an OS extrapolation with a common 


survival level (37.2%).  This level was chosen to equalise the projective portion of patient survival in 


both arms, and also to ensure that, in both arms, the Kaplan-Meier estimate and the OS projective 


model estimate correspond precisely (thus eliminating the second potential source of bias).  This 


occurs after 462 days (22 cycles) in the comparator arm and after 609 days (29 cycles) in the 


pemetrexed arm. 


For clarity, cost-effectiveness results are presented for two scenarios: following the method originally 


used in the ERG report, and applying the improved bias-limiting method outlined in the previous 


paragraph.  Using the former increases the updated ICER from £57,133/QALY to £75,103/QALY, 


whilst the latter yields an ICER of £82,183/QALY. 


3.4 The effect of the contested ERG changes 


The impact of each of the ERG model amendments discussed in this section are set out in 


Table 2, starting from the updated base case analysis derived in Table 1.  The use of 


PARAMOUNT
5
 resource use data has only a minor effect on the ICER, whereas the use of 


the Nafees
4
 utility model and the use of the ERG approach to OS extrapolation both increase 


the ICER substantially.  When combined, the ERG’s best estimate of the ICER for 


pemetrexed as continuation maintenance treatment following pemetrexed+cisplatin induction 


chemotherapy is £93,361/QALY. 
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Table 2 Revised cost effects of each agreed model amendment relative to the manufacturer's original base case analysis 


 Placebo + BSC Pemetrexed + BSC Incremental 


Adjustment Therapy 


cost 


Other 


costs 


Survival 


(months)* 


QALYs Therapy 


cost 


Other 


costs 


Survival 


(months)* 


QALYs Survival 


(months)* 


Cost QALYs ICER 


(£/QALY) 


ICER 


change 


Updated base case £0 £14,652 16.82 0.9188 £14,619 £14,627 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £14,594 0.2554 £57,133 +£9,557 


Nafees utility model £0 £14,652 16.82 0.7108 £14,619 £14,627 21.46 0.9226 4.65 £14,954 0.2118 £68,891 +£11,758 


PARAMOUNT resource 
use data 


£80 £9,301 16.82 0.9188 £14,721 £9,699 21.46 1.1743 4.65 £15,038 0.2554 £58,870   +£1,737 


ERG original OS 
extrapolations 


£0 £14,715 17.52 0.9585 £14,619 £14,591 20.89 1.1515 3.38 £14,495 0.1903 £75,103   +17,970 


ERG amended OS 
extrapolations 


£0 £14,699 17.33 0.9484 £14,619 £14,545 20.40 1.1244 3.07 £14,466 0.1760 £82,183 +£25,050 


Combined effects 
(original OS) 


£84 £9,428 17.52 0.7374 £14,719 £9,630 20.89 0.9072 3.38 £14,837 0.1697 £87,407 +£30,273 


Combined effects 
(amended OS) 


£83 £9,395 17.33 0.7306 £14,716 £9,543 20.44 0.8889 3.07 £14,782 0.1583 £93,361 +£36,228 


* survival is undiscounted, all other figures are discounted 
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Details of amendments made by the ERG to the manufacturer's decision model 


submitted to the NICE Single Technology Appraisal of Pemetrexed as 


maintenance therapy for NSCLC in October2012 


 


1)  Recalculation of mean pemetrexed acquisition cost per cycle 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_1) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N47' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_1=0,SUM(N45:N46),1481.37) 


The mean cost per dose was obtained as follows: 


For Males create a table of 100mg dose units equivalent to steps of 0.2m2 BSA.  Use a 


cumulative normal distribution function to calculate the proportion of patients who can be 


treated up to the maximum dose available in that step.  Determine the number of 100mg and 


500mg vials required to deliver the dose for that step.  Use a SUMPRODUCT function to 


calculate the mean number of 100mg and 500mg vials required by Males, and multiple these 


by the vial unit costs to obtain the overall mean cost for Males.  Note that a dose cap of 


1000mg is applied on clinical advice.  The same procedure is used for Females and then a 


weighted average cost for all patients is calculated using the balance between Males and 


Females in the population. 


The BSA distribution parameters are derived from the Sacco survey data excluding adjuvant 


and neoadjuvant patients, as follows: 


 Males -  mean 1.88568, standard deviation 0.17933 


 Females - mean 1.65503, standard deviation 0.17249 


 Males: Females ratio based on PARAMOUNT trial  (313:226) 


 


2)  Removal of inappropriate continuity correction applied to pemetrexed acquisition costs 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_2) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Pem!DM11' with the following: 


=IF(Mod_2=0,AVERAGE(CW10,CW11),$D$4*BH10*PemCost 


+$D$4*AVERAGE(BH10,BH11)*(propCTscans*pCTscans*cCTscan 


+propconsults*pConsults*cConsult)) 


+IF(JMENcosts=1,AVERAGE(CX11,CX10)+AVERAGE(DD10,DD11)) 


Copy this formula into cells 'Pem!DM12:DM366' 


 







3)  Removal of differential use of second-line systemic therapies following disease 


progression 


The amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_3) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N305' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,IF(PSA=1,M305,F305),pBSCSyst) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!N306' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,IF(PSA=1,M306,F306),pBSCSyst) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!F307' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_3=0,F305/F304,1) 


 


4)  Recalculation of mean docetaxel acquisition cost per cycle 


This amendment is activated by a 3-way switch variable (Mod_6) taking value 0 to use the 


original model logic, value 1 to apply the amendment using BNF prices and value 2 using 


eMIT prices. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!M376' with the following: 


 =CHOOSE(Mod_6+1,SUM(M373:M375),M375+800.06,M375+87.39) 


The method of calculation is similar to that used for pemetrexed (see (1) above), with the 


following alterations: 


- dosing steps are at 20mg intervals 


- three vial sizes are used - 20mg, 80mg and 140mg 


- the lowest generic BNF list prices are used (£154.61, £508.01 and £720.10 respectively) 


- the best eMIT average contract prices are used (£11.13, £47.24 and £86.10 respectively) 


 


5)  Use of the covariate adjusted EQ-5D model to determine utility values 


This amendment is applied by setting range 'QoLdata' to value 2. 


 


6)  Use of the covariate adjusted PFS model 


This amendment is applied by setting range 'PFSdata' to value 2. 


 


7)  Use of the covariate adjusted OS model 







This amendment is applied by setting range 'OSdata' to value 2. 


 


8)  Inclusion of re-estimated costs of vitamin supplementation required for patients receiving 


pemetrexed 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_10) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Resource!V57' with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_10=0,SUM(V55:V56),1.778275) 


This amendment is based on assigning protocol supplementation doses to each cycle, and 


applying this to the number of PARAMOUNT pemetrexed patients per cycle as shown in 


CSR addendum Table S124.4.8. 


 


9)  Re-estimation of PFS follow-up costs 


This amendment proved difficult to implement within the main logic of the model.  Therefore, 


the necessary alterations were implemented directly into cells in the Results spreadsheet.  


This involved calculating an estimated revised follow-up cost for both BSCand pemetrexed, 


and also the net discounted cost of PFS follow-up care in each arm. 


The amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_11) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'Results!F50 with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_11=0,bscTFC,bscTFC-1550.64611+238.33899) 


Replace the formula in cell 'Results!M50 with the following: 


 =IF(Mod_11=0,pemTFC,pemTFC-1606.71508+407.59520) 


The calculation of follow-up costs is based on out-patient assessment every 4 cycles for 


pemetrexed patients, and at 3, 6, 12 and 18 months for BSC patients.  The same number of 


CT scans are assumed in each arm, spread out pro-rata to the number of patients attending 


each assessment.  Patient numbers used are taken from the PFS Kaplan-Meier estimates.  


The cost per OP appointment is £119.99, and the cost perCT scan is £142.92, and are 


discounted. 


 


10)  Re-estimation of terminal care costs 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_12) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


Replace the formula in cell 'JMEN_Resource!H45 with the following: 







 =IF(Mod_12=0,(E45/UKCPI_08)*UKCPI_11,3906.31) 


This estimate is taken directly from an HTA report recently completed by the ERG for first-


line chemotherapy for NSCLC, and encompasses costs of care for patients dying in hospital, 


in a hospice and at home, with all supportive community and voluntary services. 


 


11)  Selecting alternate starting points for projection of OS 


This amendment is applied by setting ranges 'KMstopOSBSC' and 'KMstopPem' to the 


appropriate values: 


 For 15% survival use  41 & 47 


 For 20% survival use  36 & 44 


 For 25% survival use  41 & 47 


 


12)  Substitution of ERG long-term model for OS projection 


This amendment is activated by a binary switch variable (Mod_13) with value 1 to apply the 


amendment and value 0 to use the original model logic. 


The modification to the BSC worksheet requires the following changes: 


- Set Cell AZ7 to " =0.00176541033416705 * 21    (This is the exponential risk parameter for 


        a 21-day cycle) 


- Set Cell AZ10 to "= AN10", then copy this formula to the range AZ11:AZ28 


- Set Cell AZ29 to " =AZ28*EXP(-$AZ$7)" and copy this formula to range AZ30:AZ366 


Replace the formula in cell AW11 as follows: 


=IF(Mod_13=0, IF(Cycles<=IF($D$4=0,KMstopOSBSC,KMstopOSPem), 1-AN11/AN10, 


IF(OSModel=1, AQ11, IF(OSModel=2,AR11 ,IF(OSModel=3,AS11 ,IF(OSModel=4,AT11, 


IF(OSModel=5,AU11,AV11)))))), 1-AX11/AX10) 


Replace the formula in cell AX11 as follows: 


 =IF(Mod_13=0,(1-AW11)*AX10,AZ11) 


Copy the range AW11:AX11, and paste the formula to the range AW12:AX366 


 


The modification to the Pem worksheet requires similar changes: 


- Set Cell AZ7 to  "=0.00170103676595399 * 21 


- Set Cell AZ10 to "= AN10", then copy this formula to the range AZ11:AZ17 


- Set Cell AZ18 to " =AZ17*EXP(-$AZ$7)" and copy this formula to range AZ19:AZ366 


All other changes are identical tothose in the BSC worksheet. 





